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By the author of "BUFFALO BILL"

CHAPTER I.
TH E

WRECKED

RANC H.

It was a wild \Vestern ranch , and located in a latHl
that had justly won two names-one, "Paradise Valley," on account of its wonderful beauty of scenery,
climate and ferti lity of its soil, and also "Devil's
Land," fro m t he rea son that it was cursed by a lawless element that had stained its soil with deeds of
blood.
Bt1t ''Ranch Restful" was a ho me of hospitality and
comfort, its latchstring eYer outside to those who
sought shelter •there. Major Hart, the owner,
had dared penetrate into t he country as the first settler, and, with his son and <laughter, two negro se rvants and half-a-dozen bold c0wboys, had risked the
dangers of that wild Janel .
Others li ad followed his lead, and here and there

were neighboring ranches, though miles away; but
theii- occupants \Yere of a lower class than that from
which l'viaj or Hart had come.
The nearest fo r t was a long day 's journey distant,
and the ranch people had to depend greatly upon
_themselves fo r pro tection from raiding bands of Indians who would strike that locality at times, and
what was almost as bad, the banded outla\\"S \\'ho
lived upon their robberies of honest men.
Up to this ranch one afternoon, long years ago,
rode \Villiam F. Cocly, better known as Buffalo Bill,
the Border K ing.
In fact, the great plainsman, at t hat time chief
of sco uts for the military distri ct in which Ranch
Restful was located, had won as many border names
as any one man-e ven Buffalo Bill-ccmld well stagger under, for he was kno1yn as the "Piat:91 Dead
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Sh ot," the "Saddle King," "Scalp-Taker" and others
that fitte d his strange, adventurous and eventful life.
He had started upon a trail alone through the milita ry district, to gather information from the different settlers as to the number of men on their ranches,
so as to learn just what force of' cowboy rangers
could be relied upon as allies to an army in case of an
Indian uprising that was threatened; the redskins,
·urged on, he believed, by the lawless element, who
were anxious to raid the settlement, as they were
now on the warpath hunting for soldiers' scalps.
Buffalo Bill had known the country and the valley
well, long before the smoke of a single white man's
11abitation curled up there from a cabin.
But of late he had not gone there, and he had
never met the inmates of Ranch Restful; but now he
had a lettei· from the fort commandant to Major
Hart, fo r the latter had once beeh an army officer and
stationed upon the frontier; so wild ~fe was not unknown to him.
•
But to the major's son and daughter the frontier
fort was known only as they remembered it as a boy
of fourteen and a girl of t.welve; yet they were glad to
go back to the wild, free land of the Far West.
When Buffalo Bill rode up to the ranch he saw at
a glance that something had gone wrong, for out
upon the piazza to meet him came the two negro
servants, Peter and his wife Nancy, and they were
both wailing in a way that \Vas pitiful to hear.
"\Vell, old man, what has gone wrong?" asked the
scot.it, · touched by the deep distress upon the faces
of the negroes.
"Oh! oh! eberyt'ing hab done gone wrong, sah !"
cried the woman.
"Is some one dead? Q uick! tell me, what is the
matter?" said Buffalo Bill, sternly.
"·yes, sah, all is dead, for I specks Missy Hazel is
by this time.
"Yes, sah, Marsa Hart, de majah, an' his son,
Marsa Harry, is !yin' dead in the home now, while
Missy Hazel hab been carried off by de· outlaws."
"Both the major and his son have been killed?"
cried the scout, in a startled tone.
"Yes, sah."
"How did it ha pp.en, my man?"
"My name Peter, sah, Black Peter, called Pete fer
short.
"Yer see, sah, ma rsa an' his son went off on a ride
together, and two - hours after t•p came two men

who say cley both been hurted, and want Missy Hazel to come ter de ranch whar dey be, an' come fixed
ter stay some days ontil cley git better.
"\i\Tell, sah, Nancy, dat my wife here, fix her up
bundle of things, while I git her horse ready, an' she
rode away wicl de men.
"But soon arter up come, toward our ranch, cowboys, who tell us both marsa and Marsa Harry hab
been kilt by outlaws, and elem ones Missy Hazel went
wid am some ob de same bad lot.
"Den he say de men was bringing home the dead
bodies, and all was den goin' in chase of elem as had
Missy Hazel.
'·'Well, sah, cley brought home de corpuses of de
majah an' l\tf arsa Hany, an' went off on horseback
arter Missy Hazel.
"Nancy an' me jist finished la yin' out de poor, dead
corpuses when you come."
"How long ago did those men leave?" sternly
asked Buffalo' Bill, checking Peter · in another wail of
grief.
"'Bout. two hours, sah."
"How many cowboys went?"
"All in de ranch, sah."
"How many?"
"Seven, sah, and I does hope t1ey will get Missy
Hazel back."
. "It was a dastardly and bold game to capture the
girl; but you must. put under your grief now and get
to work, for I am hungry, and wish a good supper,
and wish to give my horse a feed .
"Then put me up a bag of provisions, and I will
take the trail of those cowboys, and I think I can be
of service to them, for I am a scout from the fort, and
came here to see Major Hart."
".Glory to gracious'!: kno_ws we'll see Missy Hazel
ag'in, fer you looks it, from head ter toe! \rVhat
might your name be, sah ?" said Nancy.
"I am called Buffalo Bill at the fort."
"Lordy ! does yer heah clat name, Nancy?
"Does yer heah dat dis am de great Buf'ler Bill,
what de majah and Mars~ Harry done talk so much
about.
"Stir yer stumps, ole woman, an' git de best feeding in dis house, an' I'll take his horse.
"Mister Buf'ler Bill, I is yer servant, sah, an' we is
proud to know yer, 'deed we is."
Buffalo Bill dismounted and Peter took his horse,
while Nancy hurried into the cabin to prepare sup-
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per, greatly awed by the presence of the scout she
had so often heard of, and of his wonderful deeds.
Having taken the sa:ddle off of the horse, Peter
said:
"I'll rub him down fine, sah, and take de best ob
kur ob him, while you take a look at dem den, sah;
dey is in dere," and he pointed to the family sittingroom, which opened upon the piazza of the large log
cabin.
Buffalo Bill strode into the room and took off his
broad sombrero as he stood in the presenc.e of the
dead.
The major had been neatly dressed hy the negroes
and was upon the best lounge, his hands clasped
upon his breast.
His son, a youth of twenty-two lays upon a sofa,
also prepared for the coffin.
· "My God! but this is a terrible sight for that girl
to return to-all the life wiped out in one instant!
"Yes, and they have her in their power, for it was
to get possession of her this crime was committed.
"By the Heaven above, but s_he shall be rescued,
and quickly! Yes, and I swear the murders of her
father and brother shall be fully avenged, for within
the hour I shall take the trail of these crime-stained
fiends, and not rest until I have run them down," and
Buffalo Bill sho\\·ed deeper feeling than was his wont,
and his \Yords were uttered with deadly earnestness.
Buffalo Bill made no idle threat, and meant to do
\Yhat he said.
Major ·Hart was dead-murdered.
His son also was dead-murdered.
His daughter was the captive of outlaws, and what
would be her fate?
Such \Yas the situation that stared Buffalo Bill . in
t he face.
The comfortable h'ome, showing that its dwellers
were refined and educated people, the furnishings
·revealing the tasty touch of a woman's hand, were
gazed at by Buffalo Bill with deep sorrow in his
heart.
')
But he was too well used to scene-s of death and
suffering to allow \Yhat was about him to take his
appetite away, and he ate heartily of the very substantial and tempting supper Nancy prepared for
him.

Now and then he asked the woman a question or
ln-o that might be useful to him, antl, as the sun \vas
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close upon the horizon, he called to Peter to bring
bis horse, and prepared for the start. ,
"You must close the . house well, and let no one
enter who is not of your own people.
"Do not tell any one that may come that I have
been here and gone upon the· trail, for I do not care
to have it known.
"You will bury the bodies to-morrow, Peter, I suppose?"
"Yes, sah, I'll make de coffins to-morrow first
thing, sah. I knows now, as you is goin' arter Missy
Hazel, dere won't be no need ob a coffin fer her."
"I hope not, but I will see to it that there are
graves <lug for those who carried her off;" aIJd the
scout added, as he mounted:
"My horse is like a clog, Peter, for if I put him . on
a tra'i! he follows it in the night, as though on a scent.
Good-by, and you and Nancy must keep up a stout
heart and hope to see Miss Hazel back ;igain, though
Goel knows it will be a desolate home she will come
to."
With a "God bless you, sah," from the two negroes, Buffalo Bill rode away, took the trail left by
the cowboys following the track of Hazel and her
captors.
Buffalo Bill had another motive in coming to this
part of the country than to learn the numbers of tho
fighting men among the settlers.
He had long been anxious to have a home, a ranch,
and stock it, and, having saved up some money, he
had purchased, some time before, a place that had a
bad name on account of ill-omened memories that
ch.:ng to it.
lt was known as the "Haunted Ranch," and the
day before be had gone to Ranch Rest.ful, the home
of Major Hart, he had been to his new property and
investigated it.
"I did hope to get a week or so to look oYer my
new ranch," he said, as he rode along the trail of
the cowboys ·who had followed Hazel Hart and her
kidnapers; "but this is a duty that I cannot slight
or delay-the service of that poor girl.
"\Veil, night is coming upon us, Trailer, so I leaye
it to you to prove your name and follow the trail
through the. darkness;" and he affectionately pattc.d
hi~ splendid horse, which had so far not swerved
from the track.
\\'hen darkness did shut out all about them,
Trailer still held on his way without any hesitation.
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He seemed to have what his master claimed for
him-the instinct of a dog for fo llowing a scen_t, and
Bllffalo Bill depended wholly upon him to keep to
t he trail.
After a ride of several ho urs at a swinging walk,
the country became more rolling; then they ente1·ed
the foothills of a range of rugged mountains.
"\Vell, Trailer, you are .,winging your head from
side to side now, as though you were not just certain
about the trail, and as we are all of thirty miles from
the Hart Ranch I guess we had better -:o into camp
am! see what the morning will bring us," said the
scout, and he began to look about for a good camping place.
He soon fOl\nd it upon the banks of a small stream,
and, after first looking to the comfort of his Jiorse,
he spread his O\rn blankets and sat qown to eat his
supper from the good things old Nancy had supplied
him with .
He went to sleep with perfect'- confidence, well
knowing that his faithful and intelligent ho rse-his
boon companion on many long and desperate trai ls
-would arouse him at the first sign of danger.
Ti·ailer knew his bush' ess perfectly and rose as
though a watchdog.
The night passed without any alarm . Trailer had
fed wel l, and, with his master, was ready for all that
was before them when <la r dawned.
After a hearty breakfr,st, Buffalo Bill saddled his
horse and rode on.
He at once saw that he was in a rock country that
left no trail, and he could understand how it was
that Trailer had been at fatJlt the night befo re.
Dismounting, he began to go ahead on foot, his
horse follow ing, and his ready energy bent to find
some trace of a trail, for he felt confident that the
kidnapers of Hazel had gone through the pass to
the mountains, into which Trailer had follovved the
night before.
From the direction the trai l had led, and t he nature of the country, he dill not see how they cotJld
have ta ken any other way.
T hat t hey would not remain in the open ranch
country with tlieir prisoner, but wo uld seek their retreat in the mountains, he \Yas perfectly well assured.
After a while he discovered a faint trail, and,
mounting, decided to let Trailer try it again.
T he horse moved off quickly, as tho ugh he knew
just what he \vas about.
I

A ride of half-an-hour brought him to the mouth
of a large cavern, which permitted him to enter on
horseback; but, disrnounting, he took from his
pocket a match and candle, and, thus armed with a
light, penetrated into the tunnel-like way.
The traces on the rocky flooring showed him that
the cavern was often used, for there were iron hoofmarks upon it, and he went along with the greatest
caution.
But no larger cav!'lrn presented itseif to his Yiew,
only the continuance of the tunnel-like caYe, while
here and there another aisle would branch off upon
'
the rig·ht or left. '
For half-a-mile h~ had gone, and then ahead of
him he saw daylight. and at once put out his candle
and aclYanced with the utmost caution.
But he reached the encl of the cave, ;:\nd saw tha t
he had simply passed under the range of wild and
rugged hills, which he well knew had no pass through
them for many miles upon either side of where he
had entered.
Before him he s..:w a lovely valley, with a loftier
ra;ige of mountains beyond, and above the treetops on their sideo: , miles away, he beheld a number
of columns of blue smoke curling la zily upward.
"A Sim.~x enca \1Jf)ment, by the glory of th e
Rockies!" h\ exclaimed.
Then, after a f~w moments' silence, in \vhich his
eagle eyes swept the valley, the hills he had passed ·
under, which towered far above his head, and the
mountains beyond, he ':'O ntinued:
" \Vell, I think I h~ve made a discovery, and I
shali follow the lead I have taken to bedrock.
''Those vigilantes, renegade s. regulators, or whate·; er they call themselves, have no den in these moun. ta'.ns, that is certain, only, having cliscoYered this
tllnnel. they use it to their advantage, and, if I mi stake not, are in league with tl1e redskins. Anyhow,
I shall soon know, for I camp on this trail until something turns up . Ha! there comes some one on
horseback."
· He quickly took from a saddle pocket a field glass
anri turned it upon a point a couple of miles a\Yay,
\'ll1ere his keen eye had clctecled something in motio11.

"Yes. there ::ire· four of them, and they .are Indians,
and heading dO\vn the valley.
'·As. soon as they are hidden by · ~e timber again, I
will bead them off."

•
...
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He had not long to wait before tl/e four horsemen
disappeared from sight once more, going at an easy
gait toward the valley.
Instantl y, at a trot, Buffalo Bill started down the
hill side, Trailer follow.ing him closely.
Picking his. way, he turned into a cafion, which he
considered the best trail to follow, but suddenly
darted back, his hands fairly flashing his revolvers
from his belt, and instantly the rocky glen rung with
the rattle of firearms.
But once he began to fire, Buffalo Bill sprung for"·a rcl, instead of backward. and, leaping over the
bodies of two men he had slain. he came upon thre e
more, who had suddenly darted out from :i. narrow
rayine.
"Surrender, or you die!" cried one of the three, in
ringing tones, throwing his pistol fonnrd to fire.
But, ere it reached a level, it was knocked from
the rnffian 's hand by a bullet, and his arm fell , helpless, to his side, \Vh ile Buffalo Bill covered the hearts
of the other t\YO and said, calmly:
"This is my treat, pards, so what'll you take, life
or deat h ?"
''You has th er drop, so ifs fer you ter call,' ' sullenly answe1:ed one.
"Then drop your weapons, both of you!"
The two men hastily unbuckled their belts and
cast them one side, while the third, who was tenderly
nnrsing hi s shattered hand, said, savagely:
''Curse you! I've got your mark for life."
"I'll put you out of your misery, if you prefer it,
pare!." was the cool reply.
"Curse yon, no! But who the deYil are you, and
\\·hat do you want, coming into a peaceful camp as
you have done?"
, "It don't look Yery peaceful, pard, with you bleeding. a1.icl those two gents \Yi th turned-up toes; but
it's a w:ly I haYe of doing, and I'm awful glad I
come." ·
'' \Vhat do you want?"
''I'm out calling, and woulcl like to know if Miss
Hart is at home?"
"\Vhat do you know of her?" quickly asked the
seeming leader of the party, glancing at his two com-'
. racles, \\·ho stood dejectedly by.
"Is she here?"
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"Do you see that ravine?" and the man pointed to
a gap in the canon.
Buffalo Bill turned his head to look, when, quick
as a flash, the man thrnst his hand into his hunting
shirt, and, drawing forth a small pistol, ~red.

CHAPTER II.
ROBIN RED-BREAST.

A t the shot of the ruffian B;_1ffalo Bill's pistol
dropped from his hand, and it was evident that he
was woundecl; but, without an instant's hesita tion. be
raised his left hand, which he ld a revo lver and ~t
the report the man fell dead, a bullet in his brain,
vvhile his tm) cGmrades, who were rushing upon their
foe, believing him at their mercy, stopped short with
a suddenness that was ludicrous, and cries that were
piteous for him to spare them.
"I've a mind to kill you both,'' lie said, s'ternly. · .
"Don't do it, pard, for we hain't no weapons hid."
"Shuck. yourselves quick, so that I can see." ·
With astounding rapidity they obeyed, shaking
their woolen shirts violently to show that no deadly'
weapons were concealed within their folds.
"All right; put on your rig again, or you might
catch cold and die, and I prefer that you should live
to be hanged."
"Oh, pard, what hev \Ye clone?" cried one, innocently.
"\tVhere is the maiden you stole from her home?"
"Up the ravine yonder."
"Ah! is she alone?"
"Ther horses are with her."
"Why did you kidnap her?"
"Orders, pard."
"From whom?'
"The boss."
"\!\'hat's his name?"
"They calls him cap'n; thet's all I know him by." '
"Captain what?"
"No; jist cap'n."
"And do yov know him by no other name?" and
Bill turned to the other ruffian.
"Nary:"
"Where is he now?"
"Don't know."
"When did· you see him last ?"
" Io."
"Yesterday."
"I\·e a notion to clip your lying tongue, and if you
"Where?"
don 't tell me where she is, I'll do it."
,/
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' ' Here."
"He came here?"
"Sure."
"Alone?"
"Nary; he had the gal an' some pards with him."
"And he left her with you?"
"Yes."
"~T hat were you to do with her?"
The men remained silent.
"I asked what were you to do with the lady?"
"You kilt the boss, an' he knowed."
"And you know, too, so answer me."
"Shali we, Buck?" asked one of the other .
. "\i\lhat terms will you give us, pard ?"
"A bullet in your brain if you don't."
"Lordy·! I'll talk, I will !"
·
"i'll sing, too."
"See that you do. \i\That were you to do with the
maiden?"
"Keep her here until called for."
"By whom?"
"An Injun chief as is a white man."
1
' W hat ?" asked Bill, in surprise.
''Hes yer ever heard o' Robin Reil-Breast, as ther
Injm1s call him?"
"Yes,: he is a "vhitc man, a renegade, who is chief
of a Dbg-Solclier Sioux band, and. a most in famous
devil."
"Yer has got him down fine as silk, pard. \i\T aal,
he are the man."
';And what were you to g ive the majclen to hini
for?" sternly asked Buffalo Bill.
The man who had been the speaker glanced at his
comrade, who, seemingly understanding his look,
said:
"Spit it out, par<l, fer talk are cheaper than funerals."
"Yer is right. Waal, pard, yer see ther Robin
Red-Breast hcv been in love ·with ther queen o' ther
Sioux, whose name are :rvfa-ree, which means Red
Dove---"
"I have heard of her."
"So I reckons, fer she are a screamer fer beauty." ·
"Go on with your story."
"Oh, I'm a spoutin' it; as I y,;ere discoursin', th er
Red-Breast are in love with ther Red Dove, but ther
Hbck Bear, the great medicine chief o' the Sioux.
don't like him, no more than does ther D ove, an'

they sot him adrift, which made him mad, an' he
swore ter git ther gal.
"But jist then he see the daughter o' Major Hart,
the sa me as we hev up ther canon yonder, an' he got
dead go:ie on her, same as our cap'n who see ther
Red Dove got br~ke up with love fer her, and ther
two concluded ter make a trade."
"A trade?"
"Ye:~ pard, a swap."
"\Vhat do you mean?"
"I mean that ther cap'n bed it prime ter git ther
~white gal, an' ther Red-Breast heel it so as he c'u'd
git ther Red Dove, an' they agreed ter capter ther
gals an' svvap.
"Ther cap'n did his part o' ther job an' left us here
:\\'ith ther pale-fa'!ed le.ddy, a;1' we is waitin' fer ther
Red-Breast Robin, who were ter git ther redskin
leddy, an' fetch her here, an' it were ter be a fair swap.
Now, pard, yer has ther gospil o' it."
"And thank Heaven I came as I did to thwart the
·vile deviltry."
"You hev did it, or I don't know stiffs when
I sees 'em layin' 'ro und permiscuous like."
"Tell me, does the Robin Red-Breast know who is
.to be here to make the exchange?" suddenly asked
Buffalo Bill.
"Guess not, pard."
. "Then you obey me in this matter, and I'll see yon
not suffer."
'
"Priise the Lordy fer thet, pard."
" I'll receive the Red Dove, and then let matters
a·d just themselves."
''\Vhew ! Thar is goin' ter be music, or I am a lyin'
Chinee," muttered one of the ruffians, and the other
said:
"I is on ther side o' ther uppermost dog in thei;
scrimmage."
"Remove tho se bodies," and Buffalo Bill pointed
to the dead men he had slain.
"\i\Thar shell we put 'em, pard ?"
"Out of sight, anywhere."
The men obeyed, throwin&' their de;id comrades
into a clump of bushes.
"Now come down the canon with me."
Silently they obeyed.
A walk of half-a-hundred yards brought them to
the ravine, and into thi s Buffalo Bili turned , closely
following his prison.ers.
A few steps had they gone, when half-a-d ozen

ao
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horses were discoYered, one wearing a si<le-sadclle,
and beneath a scrub pine nearby, and securely bound
to it. was a maiden, attired in a dark blue· riding
habit .
·
She glanced quicl~ly up, with a look of terro_r, at
beholding the . two ruffians, and half sprung to her
feet, as she caught sight of the splendid-looking man
following them .
One glance into his face, and she seemed to read
there that she had a friend, for she cried earnestly:
"Oh, sir, you have come to save me frQm those
wretches!"
·
I
\\Then the captive maiden arose at his coming, Buffalo Bill beheld before him a form of rare grace and
beauty. the hands bound tigh tly behind her back,
and a face of exquisite 10Yeli11ess, though of almost
Jeathly pallor.
'·
Her soft sombrero, with its sable plume, had fallen
from her head. and lay at her feet, and masses of
golden curls were revealed, while her eyes were
dark blue, and full of tenderness, though as he gazed
into 'them, he saw there was a pleading, hunted
look.
"Yes. Miss Hart, I have come to save you," he
said ii1 his deep, low tones.
· "You know me, it seems, sir; am I so remiss as to
fo1~get that \Ye have met before?" she asked, softly.
'':-\o; we have never met before, Miss Hart, but I
a111 your · friend, and have been on the trail of your
captor's."
"I heard firing a while since, and your sleeve has
blood on it," she said, anxiously .
. · "A slight vvound, ,which I will trouble you to bandage for me, if you will be so kind, as soon as l have
attended to a _little matter on hand,'' and as he spoke
he freed the maiden of her bond s, while one of the
outlaws remarked to the other:
"A leetle matter, he calls it, parcl. \Vaal, ef I
hain't wrong, 1t will be a 'arthquake. when ther Robin
comes up \Yith ther Dove, an' they is about due
110\\'.

"Yas, an ' ther Robin \\ill git picked 'o' his pmfeathers, I' m a considerin'," 1Yas the reply of his
comrade.
''Hark!"
At the command, from the lips of Buffalo Bill, all
fis"tened, and distinctly to their ears came the · sound
of hoof-falls. ·
"Miss Hart, if I seem cruel in what I Clo, rest as-

1

sured that I know \\·hat a heinous crime was intended against you, and that the one I deal with is
a human monster," explained the s.cout, quickly, and,
turning to his two captives, he continued sternly:
"Remember, you side with me in this trouble,
men ."
"Yas, pard, I are with yoL\."
"And me, too," were the answers of the two,
though the villainy in their faces indicated that they
would be treacherous if it suited their interest belter.
Darting down to the mouth of th~ ravine, Buffalo Bill sav.- coming what at first appeared to be four
Indian warriors, mounted upon must;;i.ngs, but which
a second glance revealed as two Indian braves, a
maiden and a white man, in the war toggery of a
chief.
It was the same party he had seen across the valley haJf-an-hour before, and he knew that he saw
before him, Hie renegade white chief of the Dog~ Sol
dier Sioux, two of his warriors, and Red DoYe, the
Sioux Queen, -as the Indian maiden was called, since
two years before she had discovered ·a war party of
C?•eyennes mar.c hing against the vill age of her people; and had ridden back and given warning in ti111 1~
to turn what would have been a victory for their foes
into a total defeat.
At the sight of Buffalo Bill the party quickly
came to a halt, but _he held up his hands, the palms
turned toward them in token of peace, and they rodeforwa rel, though on their guard.
As they came to a halt , the Robin H.ed-Breast
suddenl y cried out:
"Bill Cody! Good Goel!"
In an in sta11t he had recognized him as one he had
1~1et before, and, though his Indian rig disguised him
beyond the recognition of Buffalo Bill, he saw that
the man had some cause to fear him . and the hand~
of the t\YO dropp ed upon their revolvers.
· There followed scYeral rapid shots. wild yells. th e
falling of horses, trampling of feet, and away dashed
the Red-Breast upon the back of one of the mustangs before ridden by a \Yarrior, for his own stee ~l
had fallen, and, springing forward, Buffalo Bill bail
caught the maiden in his arms, for he had shot her
pony, just as the renegade chief was about to dash
a\\"ay with her.
All had happened so suddenly that Hazel Hart
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hardly kne\Y \vhat lud transpired, though she, had
been a witness of the fracas.
Then she saw three n!ustangs lying upon the
ground in the entrance to the ravine, a warrior dead,
another writhing in death agonies, and heard ...i:he
clatter of hoofs up the caifon, as the Red-Breast
sped away, \•; hile BLtffalo Bill stood calmly in the
midst. and by hi s ~ ide was Red Dove, the beautiful
Indian maiden.
Then sll:: looked around for the t wo white men,
who had promised to be the allies of Buffalo Bill, and
saw that th ey had taken advantage of the fight to
make them s"eh·es scarce.
"The great white chief has saved the Reel Dove
from a wicked foe tf her people," said the Indian
'maiden ' in g ood English, turning her da rk, lustrous
eyes up on the scout, who mentally decided, as he
gazed upo n the slender form , in its georgeous, barbaric dress, proud fe atures. and .bronzed skin ,' tha t
,the report of R ed Dove' s beauty had not been exaggerated .
"Yes, and I, too, o\\·e him more than life," said
Hazel, advancin g and joi11ing them, and the maidens
- the paleface a11cl the red skin-gazed upon each
other with admiration.
"It was a devilish plot between Robin Red-Breast
and Dagger Don, the vigila11te captain, to exchange
you, the one for the other, and I am glad I thwarted
their little game.
" But this is not a healthy neighborhood, as the
Red-Breast may have other warriors near, so let us
depa rt," warned Buffalo Bill.
"The Red Dove would return to her people," said
the Indian maiden, calmly.
" Is there a village across the Yalley on the moun1ain side?"
. ''Yes, great chief ; she was taken near there by the
i' eel-Breast, through the treachery of a young wart ior of her own tribe whom she did not love."
" Do you fear fo go alone?"
";\To ; the Red Dove has no fear. "
"Th en I will tran sfer yo ur trappings from your
n1 ustan g to one of the horse s of those \\-hite de_vils
wh·) deserted me in the fight; but I guess they acted
fe r their own good, as I might have lost patience
\\'i th them soon."
\Vith this remark, significant of harm to the two
captiYes who had decamped. Buffalo Bill selected
t he best of the lot of horses for Red DO\·e, and soon

had him ready for the maiden , and raised her lightly
to his back.
" Good-by, white chief, and. the Red Dove will not
forget you," she said, holding out her hand to Buffalo Bill, and without another word, or a look at
Hazel. she darted away up the canon ana disappeared from sight.
''Now, Miss H art, I will be glad to escort y;ou to
your home,'' and Bill spoke sadl y, for well he knew
how bitter would be the tidings he had to tell her as
they rode toward that desolate home.
Tying the horses of the outlaws t ogether, the
scout raised Hazel to her saddle, and, driving the
loose animals ahnd, mount ed Trailer and set O'..tt
for Hart ranch , h:>.,ppy in having secured the maiden,
.but pained beyond expression at the sad tidings he
felt he mu st make known to her.
CHAPTER III.
BUFFALO DILL i\1.\ K ES HD.I SELF KNmVN.

From Buffalo Bill, \\·ho broke th e sad tidings as
kindly as ~uch bitter news could be told, Hazen Hart
hea rd all, and to him she seemed to cling as her only
friend, and he adYi sed her to still remain on the
ranch, which was just beginning to bring in good return s, and simply keep \Yithin call of the house several cowboys, in case sh;: should need them at any
time.
"As for the vigilante captain, I guess he won't
trouble you any more, for there are good men in
th ese parts, who will check his high-handed acts,., he
said.
"And you?" she asked .
"Oh! I like this part of the country, and intend to
locate here.
"There is a pretty spot · over here in the hills, halfa-dozen leagues away, which 1 intend to make my
home, although I have heard from the cowboys that
they say the place is haunted.''
" \\That! You don't mean the Haun ted Ranch?' '
asked Hazel, in surprise and ,,,.·ith ala rm.
"Yes, miss ; the land was located by Rathburn . a
ranchero, I learn, am! he and hi s family were kill ed
there shortly after they had built a comfo rtabl e cabin
to live in. "
"Yes, that is the place, and no one knows who
killed them. and the heir of I\Tr. Rathburn also lost
his life there.
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"Then a rand1ero, who bought it of the next heir,
was killed in the same mysterious way, and next ;:i
cowboy, who went there to li\'e, was found dead several days after. Oh! you will not go there," said
Hazel, earnestly.
"Indeed, I will."
'·But they tell such strange stories of weird forms
seen there at night by all who follow trails leading
.,
near.
·'I rather like ghosts, and, as I bought the ranch
from the lawyers in whose hands it at last fell, I shall
go there."
-"You bought it?"
"Yes, miss, for it went to two lawyers after the
death of the last heir, and I gave a mere song for it,
and was coming here soon to occupy it, when some
renegade deYils murdered an old friend of mine~ and
I struck their trail, and here I am.
''But, good-by, Miss Hazel, and. should you need
me, you know where to find me.''
''Bnt no cowboy \Yill go near the Haunted Ranch."
"Yes, they will, if you send them," and, again
bidding the maiden good-by, Buffalo Bill mounted
Trailer, and, driving before him the horses he had
appropriated from the captors of Hazel. he started
for his new home. which had, indeed , a weird name in
the neighborhood.
He had gone but a fe\Y miles when he met several
horsemen. who eyed both him ·and the horses suspiciously for a moment, and then one o( them called
oul:
"I say, stranger, it looks suspicious for a man not
known in these parts to be driving horses ahead of
him, and they has a familiar look, too."
"\\i ell, I will be known before long, if yon interfere with me. and if you recog·nize these horses yon
must be some of the same gang that their riders belonged to.''
Buffalo Bill had halted, and instantly faced the
three men on horseback, and his bold front, where
they had the advantage of numbers, and implied
threat of better acquaintance with him, at once disconce r ted the party, :rncl the one who had before
spoken remarked:
" \ Vaal, pare!. we don't say as yer is dishonest, only
that strangers \Yi th horses looks suspicious; but if
we knowed \\'ho you were. then I guess it \Yould be
all right:''
"I am not ashamed of my name, so will tell you

that it is William Cody, and that men call me Buifalo Bill, the Dead Shot Scout. Perhaps you have
heard of me?"
The last was spoken in a dry tone. and Buffa]:.)
Bill enjoyed the effect of his name upon the horsemen, one of whom said, quick ly:
"Oh, yas, we has heer'd o' yer, and we is glad to
meet yer, pard."
''It is more than I can say for my pa:·t regarding
you; but I am Buffalo Bill, and I have bought the
Haunted Ranch, and if any of you think those horses
were stolen, why just come after them.
"Good-day," and the feadess man rode on aftechis horses, while his questioners seemed ful ly content v·.:ith the explanation as to who he was.
Continuing on his way, Buffalo Bill soon after
meeting the three men, came in sight of the mountain spur in which \Yas the Haunted Ranch.
From the way in which he struck the trail leading
up the steep hillside, it was eYident that he had been
in the locality before.
Half-way np the side of the hill, which almost
rose to the prominence of a mountain, upon a level
space an acre in size, was situated the cabin in which
so many tragedies had been enacted.
It was a stoutly-built log house, containing four
roo~ns; its two windows in front, and one on
either side, commanded every approach to it, and
the pl;i.teau on which it was situated ; while behind It.
rising over a hundred feet, was a sheer cliff wall
that w;i.s a shelter to the lonely cabin.
At one encl of the plateau was a canon, cutting
through the cliff and extending back to a fertile valley half-a-mile from the house, where there was ample range for a thousand cattle. Nature had walled
in the plateau by impassable barriers upon all sides,
rendering it a secure corral.
Into this cafion Buffalo Bill first turned his led
horses, and, having )ariated Trailer out to feed near
the cabin, he entered it, for the door \~as not locked.
A few ,rude pieces of furniture, such as table$,
cots and chairs, a shelf with cooking utensils and a
hearskin in good preservation, \Yere all the articles
visible in the four rooms; but Bill, setting to work at
once. cleared up the place, and, building a fire upon
the hearth, soon had things looking comfortable, at
least.
'·. ·ow to the settlement for some supplies, ::md I''.l
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be at home to all callers, be they friends or foes, " he
mutter ed.
Catching one of the horses, as a pack animal to
bring back his supplies, he mounted Trailer and set
off for Po ker City, as it was called, though it rejoiced in but one ta \·ern, several blacksmith shop s, a
dozen sa loons, half as many stores and a tavern
known as the Ranchero's Exchange, which was not a
bad appellatio11 , as the ranchmen generally exchanged go od money there for poor accommodations and poorer whisky.
Of course, around the se c'et1tral resorts were
grouped the shanty r eSltl ences of the deni zens of
Poker City, who, it is needless to ~ay, were generally
a hard lot.
A b1sy place in the daytime, fo r Poker City supplied the wants of the settlers for a hundred miles
aronncl; it x-1as also a wild place, for here congregat ed a ll idlers, as well as traders, ranchero s, cowboys, a few scrub miners, and notorious characters
to drink bad liquo r, gam~ l e or behave as they liked
best, or as far as the better classes of the community
would allow.
Buffalo Bil~ had been in Poker City before, when
scouting for the go~· ernment some years previous,
and he knew well just the kind of place l\ e was going
to, and tha t it was likely he would get into trouble
with some of the rougher elements, after his rescue
of Hazel Hart.
But this thought did not in the l east . ~isturb him,
as he is one of those fearless natures that never
shu nned danger, n ever created a row, but once in
on e, stayed to the bitter end, and fe lt coi;ifident of
rendering a good account of himself with whatever
weapons he might be called upon to use.

CHAPTER IV.
TAMING

A

IlRUTE.

The sun had not set when Buffa lo Bill rode into
Poker City, and, putting his ' horses up at the
Ranchero's Exchange, sought t he best grocery in
town.
From the moment of his arrival, he was the object of all eyes, and th e town was exceedingly
crowded, as rumors had gone about of the death of
Major Hart and his son, at the hands of the vigilantes, and of the kiclnaping of Hazel, and her rescue by some da ring stranger.

Th ere were some who \YOndered that \:aptain
Don. of the Yigi lantes, should do so high-handed an
act as to ki ll two such respectable citizens as Major
Hart ancl his son, when he . wa s one who had been
made chi ef of the Regulators to put d0\n1 lawlessness in th e community.
\\' ho had kidn aped Ha zel was no t kno\Yn. though
it \\·as whisper ed about that Captain Don h<+cl clone
thi s, too.
T hen scout s rep or ted th a t Black Bear"s village
of Sioux, numbering OYer three hund red lodges.
were encamped in the mountains to hunt, but itI was
feared they intended to· attack the settlements, and
thi s -::.au sed great uneasiness, althou g h the Indians
\\" er e then in a kincl of patched-up peace with the
\\'hi te s.
.
The band of Ll .')g-$olclier Sioux, the outcasts ar~,i
outl aws fro m the reg ular tribe, were lu10\Yl1 to · be
in thc_b ountains somewhere, while a gang of hors(!thie ves \\'ere said to be hanging about, and ti1ings
generally looked blue, ancl caused hot dis.cussions on
all sides.
In t his hou r was it that Buffalo Bill entered the
town , and his splendid form, handsome face, . long
chestnut hair, and general mak eup ri,·eted every ·eye
upon him,
To one a nd all he wa s known by reputation, as hi ,;
deeds in Kansa ~ and Missouri had spread o\·er the
\vhole border, and wild prairiemen looked upon him
a s a hero of heroes.
But it seemed that none in the different crowds.
knew him by sight, ·and on all sides came the questions:
"\i\lho are he, pard ?"
"Does .yer know?"
"Hain't he some on ther han'some ?"
" Does yer g ues s he'll back up his looks?"
"Is any o' yer goin' ter feel him fer luck? ''
Buffalo Bill heard some of the se que stions, and remarks of. like nature, but, unheeding one and all.
quietly \\·enl to the grocery , and began his purchases
of blankets, provis ions. an ax. pick and shovel, anF
munition, and other articles he expected would be
useful in his new hom e.
These he paid for in gold, a nd as ked to ha\'e
packed on a packsaddle, ready for a ho rs e he would
bring for them when ready to start.
Se eing that his purchases did not break him
fin;;ncially, a huge loafer, leading a tremendous and
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avage-Iooking Russian bloodhound by a chain,
came fornrard to get acquainted, and asked:
" Stranger, tloes yer want ter buy a dorg ?"
Bill turned quickly upon him, and evidently expected the question was meant as an insult; but, seejng the magn ificent brute, he an swered quietly:
"Yes, \\·hat will you take for him?"
"He are tall."
"So I see."
'·In price I mean .''
" So I expect."
'·He are fierce."
"So much the better."
"He are all kindness to hi s owner and ther devil
let loose to a stral'ger. "
"Do you ow n him?"
"Yes."
''1'11 give you fifty dollars for him."
"Can't see it, pard."
"What do you ask, then?"
''I'll gamble you for him."
"Again st what?"
"Two hundred dollars."
"Done! When and where?"
"Right in Pard Sloan's back room."
Sloan, the grocer, having just sold his ne\v cu stomer a large bill of goods, readily gave hi s consent,
and the man and his dog, Buffalo Bill and half-adozen l ookers-o~ that were in the store, adjourned
to the back room, and th e game of cards was commenced, the dog. being tied on one side, and the
money placed on the table.
"Hold on, par<.!," suddenly cried Buffalo Bill, as
he detected a covert act of his antagonist to play a
card he had taken from his sleeve.
"What are it, stranger?"
''Simply that if you attempt to cheat m e again, I'll
inherit the dog through your deat h,'' was the reply
in a cool tone.
"You don't dare---"
"Shut up and play the game 011t, antl then if you
~onsider yourself insulted resent it," interrupted
Bill. and he rose in the estimation of the lookers-on
by his quiet manner.
The cowboy, for such he was when he had work
to do, scowled, muttered a few unintelligible words,
and the game continued, and Buffalo Bill won the
bloodhound.
Raking the money back toward him, Bill turned
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and approached the sayage brute, just as the cowboy
cried:
" I'm clurned ef you didn't cheat me, stra nger, and
you'll not get the dog."
"I wi 11."
":\Tary; at him, Tiger!"
The dog gro wled fiercely , but Bill did not hesitate,
but, fastening hi s piercing eyes upon him, and with a
stern command for him to lie c!O\Vn, advanced upon
th e savage brute, whi+e the crO\Y<l looked on with
a\Ye and amazement.
"At him, Tiger! at him!" cried th e cowboy.
Again the clog growled fiercely, and reared up,
pnlling hard against his chain, which was fastened to
a staple in one of the logs of the cabin.
'With a bound, Buffalo Bill was upo n him, his hand
clutching his throat, and then he gave him some
st unning blows upou either side of hi s head with his
open palm, while the crowd \Yas wild with excitement.
Thoroughly cowing the dog by his immense
strength and utter fearlessness of him, he hurled him
from him into the corner, just as the cowboy, armed
\Yi th a knife, rushed upon him, shouting:
"Cuss yer, yer shan't steal my clog from me."
They were the last words he nttered, as, turning
quickly; Bill's revolver \Vent to a level, and with the
report t he cowboy dropped.
''Mr. Sloan, give ·me something for my dog to
eat," said Bill, quietly, wholly ignoring the man he
had killed .
"Certainly, sir; cer-tainly; here is a nice piece of
antelope meat a hunter left for me," cried the store~
keeper, and. again "valking up to the brute, Bill gave
him the tempting repast, and stood by while he ate
it.
Then he._ released the brute from his chain, and
called to him to follow.
Insta ntly the animal obeyed, and went crouching
at his feet.
';Mr. Sloan, please have that body buried at my
expense,'' and, tossing a fe\v gold pieces upon the
counter, as he motioned to the dead body of the cowboy, Buffalo Bill left the grocery, closely followed by
the huge brute, now thoroughly tamed, and obedient
to his new master.
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CHAPTER V.
IN

POKER

CITY.

The successful taming oi the bloodhound and the
killing of the ~ow boy . who attacked him in Sloan's
grocery spread rapidly around Poker City, and when
Buffalo Bill appeared, the dog at his heels, going
over toward the Ra.nchero's Exchange, he was more
cnriously regarded than ever.
As the sun had set, and the supper hour was near
at hand, the tavern taproom was crowded with the
patrons of the place, and many others who just
dropped in !o see what was going on.
"I can get supptr here, I suppose, sir?" queried
Bill, politely address ing the host o! the Exchang_e, a
tall, cruel-face-1 man in his shirt sleeves, and with a
pipe in his mouth.
"If you pays for it you can·; but we don't boar-d
dogs," was the rude answer.
"I always pay for what I get, and my <log has had
his supper," said Buffalo Bill, without the slightest
show of anger, a circumstance which made Bouncer,
the tavern-keeper, think the stranger had heard of
him as a dangerous character, and dreaded him.
Buffalo Bill took out the price of his supper and
handed it to the man and started for the supperroom, for the bell jus.t then was ringing to announce
that the meal was re.ady.
"Hold on, pare!; I doesn't admit dogs in my dinin'room," yelled the host, and his loud voice attracted
the attention of all, who instantly stopped and gazed
at the stranger, who also came to a halt and turned.
"Which of 'em does yer call th er dog, Bouncer?"
asked an ungainly fellow standing near, and whose
great size made him a terror in the town, for he was
known to possess wonderful strength.
Instantly Buffalo Bill was confronting him, his
iron grip at his throat, and his right fist ready for
work, while he hissed forth:
"Did you mean that as · an insult to me?"
"What if I did?" was the retort of the bully, who
felt conscious of his power when he chose to exert it.
"Then you shall beg my pardon for the insult,.,
was the cool reply.
"I guesses yer doesn't know me, stranger," he
said, to the surprise of all keeping remarkably calm.
"No, and your friends won't know you when I
have done with you, if you don't apologize."
"It hain't in me, pard," and as the bully spoke he
attempted to suddenly hurl Buffalo Bill from him.
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But the slender hand, like a steel claw, grasped his
throat with a strength that almost made the bones
crack, and the firm fist rained blow after blow with
lightning rapidity upon the brutal face, while, with
a dextrous movement of his foot, Bill kicked the feet
of the man from under him, and, as he struck the
floor with terrific force, lie placed a revolver to his·
heaci, and said, with astonishing calmness:
"You have just fifteen seconds .to live, unless you
ask my pardon ."
All present had been astciundecl at the easy manher, apparently, with which Buffalo Bill 11ad handled
the gi<.!.nt bully, ahd none more so than himself for
he h;-.-_l not, been able to get in a blow or dr;w ::i
weapon, and, \\iith his throat paining him, his face
cut and swelling from the blorivs of the sharp
kn;;-::kles, and the muzzle of a revolver pressed into
one eye, he sung out lustily:
'"I apologizes, pard, fer all I'm worth, durned ef I
don't, an' I says here's my flipper fer yer friend, as
I'm proud ter call any man as kin handle me."
Bill instantly moved his revolver, and, stepj)ing
back, was about to go on, not noticing the bnllv"s
hand; but, as if thinking better of it, he held fo;.th
his own, raised him to his feet, and said:
"All right, stick to your ·words, and I'll be yonr
friend."
·
''I'll do it; come liquor up with me· come bon
it's my treat, fer I hev met a better ma~ th.an is. '; '
All followed Boss Bric·ktop-as he was called first
on account of his being "the boss" of the to~vn a~
far as strength went, and having hair as red as brick
-into the barroom; and those who had noticed
Bouncer's evident desire for trouble with the
stranger, now saw that he was willing to say no
more, and Bill and his dog went together in to supper, the
latter, at his new master's command' baettino·
.
b
up in a chair by his side and calmly sitting there.
"The stranger are layin' fer Bouncer," whispered
one person at the table to another.
"Yas, he· is jist weepin' fer ter hev ther Bouncer
come in and order that clog out."
"But ther Bouncer won't do it,'' put in a third.
"He hain't seen him yet.';
"Thar he comes now; boys, is we in range?"
The tavern-keeper now came into the room, and
walked down one side of the long table and up the
other, and it was evident that he saw the bloodhound's conspicuous seat; but he also saw lying in
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the plate in front of him a Colt's revolver, and passed
on without a word, and o ut into his office again.
Having fini shed his supper, and fed the bloodhound some choice pieces of meat, Bill walked out
into the bar, and up to the de sk, behind which stood
the host.
"~1y dog had supper, too, so I wish to pay for
him."
'·FiYe dollars,' '. was the reply.
Bill instantly laid the money in the host's hand ,
who, failing to get up a row on hi s exorbitant charge,
said gruffly :
"Yer'd better register, ef ye r kin write, so as I
kin see who are my high-toned dog an' his m aster."
The crowd ~Yaited breathlessly, for they saw that
Bouncer was in for trouble, and knew that as he
stood behind his desk, a revolver was in his hand.
Bill took the pen without a word, and wrote his
name in a bold hand.
Nexl followed the registering of his clog's name,
for he instantly got a name for him, and when h~
threw down the pen the host glanced at the book
and saw:
"Buffalo Bill, Kansas.
"Grip, Russia."
.. \'\Tha t ! Is yer ther Kansas terror I has heerd so
much about as a killer, an' is thet a terrier?" said the
ost.
.. I am . from Kansas, and it has been my misfortune to have had to kill a few of just such wretches
as yon are, for meddling with me and
affairs,".
was Bill's cool reply.
"\i\T aal, yer is in ther wrong place ter put on frills,
ard, as--"
1
'Hold !' Drop that pistol!"
The ringing \vord s of Buffalo Bill interrupting the
vords of the landlord, turned every eye upon him,
and they saw that, q uick as was Bouncer on the
raw and shoot, the keen eye of the stranger had deectecl his intention to raise his weapon from beind the desk, and with marvelous rapidity he had
covered him with his own revolver.
Bouncer t't1rned clead.ly pale, for he saw that he had ·
een beaten at h'.s own game, and there wa~ that in
he lo ok of the man before him which told him the
an was not to be trifled with.

my
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CHAPTER VI.
THE

VIGILAi Tt .

"Did yo u hear, sir?''
As Bnffa]o Bill spok e, his revolver covering the
head of the landlord, his finger seemed ·t o press nervously against the trigger, and Bouncer loved !if e
too well to hesitate where there was not a chance in
his fayor, and let fallithe pistol.
"Now, sir, let me say that I have become a settler
ir.. this part of the country, expect to come often to
Poker City, and shall a lways Yisit your hotel ; so, if
you have cause for a quarrel w{th me, you will have
ami)le oppo rtunity to settle it.
'"If, on the other hand, you care to visit me, you
\\·ill find me at the Haunted Ranch, which I have purchased, intending to go into the cattle business."
Replacing hi s weapon in hi s belt, amid the mur- .
mnr of astonishment his \Yords created, Buffalo Biil
started to leave the tavern, the faithful Grip at his
heel s, whei1 Boss Bricktop, who had been a delighted
obse rver of the discomfiture of Landlord Bouncer,
called ont :
' in the
'·Pan1, does yer mean it, that yer h'1ngs out
Haunted Ranch?' '
''I do."
"It are fnll o' spee rits, an' thar is a score o' dead
men planted n ear ther cabin."
''I haYe always found dead men good nei g hbors,
and, as for the spirits, I like them, and beg all of you
to join me in runnin~· them dovm now," and Buffalo
Bill led t11e way to the barroom., the sure road to the
hearts of many present, and the ringing of the supper bell had not created so unanimous a movement
as his invitation caused.
But, though th ey crowded in close, they yet gave
Grip plenty of room, as several times he had given
vent to a low, vicious growl of admonition.
"Set 'em up, barkeeper, for the party.
"Landlord, \\·ill you join us?" and Bill turned to
Bouncer, who had not ye t recovered from his surprise at being so cleverly mastered in his own house.
"I'll not take a shingle off my own house, ef I does
hev ter drink with a man I don't like. Brandy,
Dave," growled Bouncer.
''I ask no man's liking, and court no man's dislike,'' was Bill's haughty response, and, all being
served with drinks, he continued, pleasantly:
"Your very good health, gentlemen."
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He had just paid the score, and received back his
change from the barkeeper, when in came a party of
three or four men, having evidently jnst dismounted.
"The vigilante captain," cried a score of voices,
while the landlord said:
"Glad to see you back again, Captain Don. Any
fresh news?''
The one he addressed ·vas a man whom Buffalo
Bill had once had a deal with, but whose steel shirt
had protected him from instant <lea.th.
The scont knew him at,a glance as a desperado .of
the worst kine!.
The Yigilante captain glanced over the crowd,
nocltling pleasantly here and there, and answered, as
he stepped to the bar, not having apparently caught
sight of Buffalo Bill:
'·Yes, Bouncer, there is news ; for that fellow, whoever he be, that looks so like me, has been up to
some devilish tricks, for he has shot young Hart,
hung the old major, and kidnaped his lovely daughter Hazel."
"Yes, v-;e heard thar had been the devil ter pay and
no pitch hot, over at ther Hart ranch, but we thought
thet you heel did ther work an' kn.;;iw'd yer biz as
why yer heel te;·," answered the landlord.
'·~o; I haYe faecn off \Yith the se boys on a scout,
and, coming back by the Hart ranch. learned what
had taken place, and that it was all laid at my door.
"I tell yon, gent.lemen, it made me mad, for I ha\·e
sins enough of ·my own to answer for, without this
double of mine dashing through the country, committing the very acts of lawlessness that I am endeavoring to put down as a vigilante, and I have
registered an oath to run him to cover and hang
him."
"Pardon me, sir, but do I address Captain Don,
Dare-Devil Don or Dagger Don, as people call
you?" and Buffalo Bill stepped befor,e the vigilante
/
captain.
"You do, sir; whom ha·ve I the l~onor of meeting?" and the vigilante looked unHinchingly into the
face of Buffalo Bill, without the slightest sign of ever
having met.him before.
"Do you a:;k that question, sir, when it has been
so short a time since we met, under I,circumstances
to cause yon to remember me well(:~.' sternly said
·..1''
Bill.

"Upon my word, sir, we have never met before;
if so, I fail to recall when and 'vvhere."
"I shall remind you, sir, by accusing you of being
the one who killed young Hart in a duel, kidnaped
his sister and hung his father, and who once saved
your cowardly life in your duel with me by the
woven steel shirt you wear."
All were astounded at this bold charge, and Landlord Bouncer muttered to Bricktop:
"That game rooster with ther clog has got his
match now, fer even I gives in to the Yigilantc
cap'n."
"I hain't so durned sartin' o' thet," responded
Bricktop, who, having been well thrashed by Buffalo
Bill, had adopted him as his hero.
All were now as still as death, awaiting the vigilante's reply to the bold words of the stranger.
And, in an off-hand, smiling manner, it came:
''My dear sir, did I not know that you had mistaken some one else for me, I would ,be compelled to
resent your words in a very decided way; but, as you
appear to be a stranger here, I will explain to you
that I am Captain Don, the chief of the vigilantes,
that I am an ranchero, am known all around Poker
City for half-a-hundred miles, and have lately been
so unfortunate as to fine! that I ha\'e a double, who
has been committing sins that, by those who do not
k:10w me well, are laid at my door. ~
" 1\s for Major Hart, I knew him: well, liked him

and his son, and loved his sweet daughter, but \\·hen
she saw fit to give me the mitten, I neither wept nor
was broken-hearted, but would be her/~avalier to-day
did she call me to her side, or need mi aid ."
Buffalo Bill was staggereg, for th~~ man's words
\ ,, '
.
::rnc1 manner seeme d to b ear t b e 1mpre~$;01 truth; but
be said calmly:
"One question, sir, and if you do n;ot · like my
doubting you, of course you haYe but to")·esent it."
''A dozen if you wish, as soon as you have informed me who my questioner is."
"It are Buffalo Bill, ther Dead Shot Scout of the
army, an' thet critter behind hin1 are his dog, Grip,
from Rushy, fer so he hes writ Iiisself an' ther canine
down on my register," cried Landlord Bouncer.
"Y as, an' he hes left his mark on my physicognomy, ai1' backed ,th~r Bouncer clean down in his
with a throat
own den, while he captered ther (l.l'l:imile
1
squeeze, an' kilt his t'other b~f' ;' he did fer a fact,
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or I would lie fer cold wittles," p ut in Bricktop,
,,·hose face had not i;nproved by swelling.
"Indeed! I am g lad to meet the famous Buffalo
BilL of whom I have heard so much. My hand,
sir," said the vigilante cap.tain, pleasantly.
'·One question, sir, ere I give yo u my hand."
"I am waiting, sir."
"Do you wear a shirt of woven steel."
"I am no coward, si r!" was the angry reply.
"The man who resembles yo u so much, and who
certainly is your double in looks, voice and manner,
is a coward, then, for he does wear a steel shirt to
protect his cowa rd heart.
''Pardon me," and as Buffalo Bill spoke he placed
his hand upon the shoulder of the vigi lante, then at
his side, and carefully felt for what he had seemed to
ieel confident he 'vould find.
Captain Don bore the search with rem arkable
·good humor, and said, with a smile:
" \Ven; Sir Dead Shot?"
. "I am mystified, I admit, a nd accept yo ur hand;
hnt if I find th ere is deception practiced, it will end
in a death-grip, I warn you."
The- Yig ilante captain laughed lightly, and responded:
" l\Iy clear pard, hundreds of men can swear an
alibi for me as fegards this double of mine and myself being one and the same.
"Come; a glass' with us to welcom~ you to Poker
City."
Buffalo Bill drank the toast offered him, and then
turned on his heel and left the Ranchero's Exchange, followe(l by Grip.
As he passecf'Bricktop, he motioned to that worthy to folio'? '11.im, a hint the man was not slow in
taking:

.

..
CHAPTER VII.
A

PARD

OF

A

FOE.

After leaYing the Ranchero's Exchange, Buffalo
Bill went toward the stable where he had left his
horses. but, seeing that he was followed, he halted in
an unfrequented place, and Bricktop came up, saying
quietly as he stopped:
"Did I mistook, pard, in thinkin' thet yer tipped
me th er wink when yer corned out?"
"No ; I wanted tGJ ha.~·e yo t> follow me."
"'rhen I \ve1'e right; an' it were not the jerkin' o'

my muscles, which you knocked en<lway-oh,
Lorcly ! Pard , but ye r hev got iron fists fer a fact .. ,
"I've got more precious metal in them, Boss,
which you can have if yo u say it's fr iendship between
us, and will se1·ve me."
I
''I' ll do it. pard, fer I owned up I was licked, an' I
don't owe );Ou no g rud ge, fer yer did it i1an'some,
an' I'm yer friend ." .
"Serve me well, and I will pay yo u in gold; be
treacherous, and I frankly tell you I will pay yo u
~
ir~ steel."
"I prefer the former, pard."
"Now, what are you doing?"
"Tryin' ter make an honest livin'."
"Doing what?"
"Loafin' round, clrivin' cattle when I kin, hangin'
up the Exchange fer drinks an' a squar' meal when
I kin, an' -an'--"
"And now and th en picking· up a stray hor:;e, or
doing a job that pays?"
"Fact ! You has me down fine."
"'vVell, have you a horse?"
"I has a fine saddle and bridle."
"Ah ! Then all you need is t he horse?"
"Thet are all, pare!."
"You have pistols and a knife, I see."
" It are onhealthy ter go 'ithout 'em m these
parts."
"True. Vv ell, here are a couple of hundred dollars for yo u, and I want yo u to buy a gooµ horse,
fi x yourself up , quit gambling and 'drinking hard, and
work for me."
"Lordy gracious ! I guess I'd better jine the
church at once, I'll be so good."
"You'll get preaching enough from me, if you
don't do right, Boss; but I shall trust you."
"Yer kin do it, fer yer is clean white. Now,
what's to be did?"
"You know this vigilante captain?"
"The Don?"
"Yes."
"I does."·
"Do you like him?"
"As ther devil do holy water."
"How has he wronged you?"
"vVaal, I heel a leetle ranch once, me ·an' a pard,
an' thet pard were true as steel.
" But he gambled a little, and ther Dagger Don
won his pile, an' I put in mine fer him to try an' get
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it lJack; but it all went Lhe saine way, and that made
a loafer an' a vagabond out o' me, fer Duffy, my
pard, got mad with drink, drew on the cap'n, an'
got shot clown, an' I buried him up ther caiion yonder."
".<\ll right, then, for I'll win your losses back for
you some time."
·'What! Does yer handle pasteboard well enougi1
'ter play ther Don:"
''I'll risk it 'vvith him some time.
''Now, what is your name?"
'·Boss Bricktop."
"I do not mean the name you are dodging justice
under, but your real name?"
''Pare!, .once upon a time I forgot that name so
far I wrote another that wasn't mine to a check, an'
I sarved my time for it, an' then came out here whar
I didn't need a handle to put on ·with baptism ter
make it legal.
"Jist call me Boss, an' ef yer like ter Yary it a
leetle sing out Bricktop, an.· I'!I be thar."
''A..11 right, Boss, I guess we'll work in the harness
together.
"Now, I \rnnt you to stril<e the trail of Dagger
Don, watch his every action, v;ho h.e talks with, and
where he. goes, and each \Yeek come to the Haunted
Ranch and report to me."
"Yer won't be thar in a week..,
"\Vhy not?"
"Ther spirits will--''
"Hang- the spirits! I'll be there, ne,·cr fear, so
come and report to me; but mincl you, do not let the
Don know you are \Yorking up his case!" ·
":'IJ ary; I are as cunnin' as a fox .. ,
"I feel I can trust you; now look UR a good horse
to-morrow and rig yourself out and begin work."
"I'll do it, pard, thanks to you; but you must keep
your eyes open, fer yer hev got acquainted in Poker
City now, and thar be fellers here as ""u'd like ter
call in yer chips."
""I'll be at home when they call, never fear," and
Buffalo Bill went on to the stable. got his horses,
packed his purchases on the led ar1imal, and started
out to his Haunted Ranch.
He had gone some seven miles on his way in the
darkness, and had come to a trail which he knew
branched off to the :tfart ranch, a league distant,
when he heard the thud of hoofs falling rapidly upon
the prairie.

Instantly he was on his guard, but, noticing that
there was but one horse. he rode on wit!1 aimost indifference, so great was his confidence in himself to
overcome any ordinary danger.
Soon the horseman came in sight in the darkness,
and, seeing him, drew rein, and seemed to be cautiously scanping him.
Buffalo Bill merely kept his eyes upon the
stranger and rode on, when the horseman came on
after him until within easy 'listance, and called out:
"Buffalo Bill!"
The scout fairly started at the sound of the voice,
and answer ed :
"Yes, I am Buffalo Bill."
Turning his steed, he rode back tovvard the
stranger, who also advanced toward him until the
heads of the two horses were together.
"Miss Hazel!"
"Yes, I am Hazel Hart, and I was seeking you,"
said the maiden, hurriedly.
"VI ell, how can I serve you, for it must be something important to bring you out alone bn the
prairie at midnig11t, after the dangers yon have just
passed through?"
''It is important, sir, for I have come to save your
life."
"Save my life, Miss Hazel?'' asked Buffalo Bill, in
snrpnse.
"Yes, and I owe it to you, after all yon have done
for me.
''Three men came to the ranch two hon rs ago for
supper. and I overheard from my seat on the back
porch what they said ."
,
"And what did they say, Miss Hazel?" asked Buffalo Bill.
''That one of their number had seen you buy a
quantity of goods at Sloan's grocery, in Poker City,
and saw that you had plenty of money.
!'These things yon 11ad told Sloan yon would call
for by nine o'clock \\'ith your packhorse, ro take to
yonr ranch, and this man had formed the plan to
\\"aylay you, and had asked the other two to join
him ."
"I thank yon, Miss Hazel, for this warning," Bui-·
falo Bill said, softly.
"As soon as they left I mom1ted my horse and
came to head yot1 off, and now you can go another
trail to the ranch, if you will not come by and remain at our ranch all night."
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"Thank you, no; I must go on."
"Then strike the trail half-a-mile below here leading to the rig ht, and you will avoid Dead Man's
Creek, where they are to wait for you."
"Ah! th ere is where they are to lie in wait for me,
is it?
" \Vell, I mnst be off, after again thanking you.
"I hope all is going well at the ranch?"
"Yes; will you not stop some time and have a
meal, when yo u are in the neighborhood?"
"Thank you, yes, and very soon, for there is something I wish to see you about; nay, I will ride within
sight of the ranch with you now, for you must not go
alone, and you can tell me what I would know."
Hazel protested she was not afraid, but Buffalo
Bill persisted that the prairie at night was no plaGe
for a girl alone, and rode by her side in the direction
of the ranch, while he asked:
"Are you sure, Miss Hazel, that it was the v1g1lante captain who kidnaped you?"
" I am."
"You know him well?"
"Y cs."
"There can be no mistake?"
"~one, for he is not a man of ordinary appearance by any means."
' ·True.
".Did he speak of a motive?"
"He \\"aS ren::ng eful, I frankly tell you, bec:iuse I
refused his IO\'e."
"Ancl song ht to force yon to mary him ?"
. '·No, for he hated me, never lovecl me, I am con·ficlent; and 1 believe intended, as you hinted, to sell
me to the- Incli:ms, or that \Vhite renegade."
"There is, it is said, a man his very double in face,
form and voice, and •.vho rides the same kind oi
horse, who is going about the country committing
deeds of violence and outlawry."
''Do you believe this?"
"There are many to swear to an alibi for the don."
"I cannot believe there are two men so alike."
'·Perhaps some enemy of his may be playing this
game to get him the credit of his act, and haYe him
hanged for it?''
''It may be, sir; but I vvould have to see both men
t ogether to believe it."
"So I think, anl'i- yet when I met him to-night h e
feig-ned never having seen me before, and even had
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no steel-woven shirt on, for I searched him. I confess I was staggered, so that I am mystified."
"vVell, I will help you to solve the mystery, and I
believe that I can; but there is the ranch, so do not
come out of your way further, unless' you will remai n <lll night."
''No, I must go on; good-night."
Away bounded the maiden's horse, and Buffalo
Bill turned and rode back on the trail he had come,
his head bent in deep thought, though his ears were
on the alert for any sound.
Before him trotted the packhorse, and behind him
came Grip, the bloodhound, who kept close to
Trailer's heels.
Presently Buffalo Bill drew rem, and, dismounting, said, simply:
"A lucky thought, and I'll carry it out."

•

CHAPTER VIII.
AMBUSHED.

In a secluded part of a trail stood three men, 'talk=
ing in suppressed, yet eager tones.
They stood just in the edge of a clump of willows,
jutting out from a prairie stream, around which the
trail ran.
Back in the denser and larger timber were their
horses, hitched securely, and muzzled, to prevent
their neighing-, sho uld another animal come near.
The men had evidentiy come there for some sinister purpose, fo r their movements \Vere stealthy, and
they kej)t a close lookout over the dark prairie, as
though watching for the coming of some one .
"You is sure he were ter come this trail, Bitters?"
asked one.
"Yas, fer he told Sloan he were coming home ternight, and thi s a re ther trail, onless he \vanted ter
ride round ther head o' ther divide, ji'st ter be amovin' on," answered Bitters.
"And he's got th er dust?"
"He. hev."
"Enough ter make ther risk suthin' worth, fer they
do say he are a terrer !..
"He are a terr er turned loose ter feed, as I knows;
but what kin he do ag'in a shot as plumps him right
oYer?''
"That are so; and you fires that shot?"
"I does."

.'
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"It were r,ood o' you not ter take all fer yerseli,
but t er invite me an' J erry heur !"
"Yas, I were born kind; but tber kindness are ter
myself in a leetle way, as, in case ·r missed him yer'rl
come in handy, an' it are better ter share a leetle pull
than not to git gold, but lead, all fer one's self."
"That's so; but yer doesn' t miss, Bitters?"
"Not often, I'll swear; but guns does hang fire
sometimes, an' it would be onhealthy fer me ef it did
with that chap."
"Yas, he might take Bitters in his'n," put in Jerry,
dryly.
"\i\Taal, he hev ther du st, an' he hes a diamint. as
sparkles beatitiful, an' he hev over two hundred dollars in stores an' sich, an' two ho r ses, not ter spea k
o' his weepons, an' any other leetle things he may
hev about his clothes.
"Knowin' these things, I jist got you gerloots ter
come an' help me git 'em."
"An' we is heur. "
"Yas."
"Vl aal, yer is ter take him ,,·ith yer rifle jist as he
gi ts n'ear ?"
"Yas, an' you is ter jump fer his horse . an' J erry
fer ther packhorse, an' then ther thin g is did, an' by
daylight we'll be back in Poker City as innercent as
lambs."
"He! he! an' we must say innercent, or ther Vigilantes will string us."
"Nary, when we is Vigilantes ourselves. Hark!"
All was attention, and the three ambushed villains
listened attentively, and distinctly heard the sound
of hoof-falls upon the prairie.
"He are comin'," whispered Bitters.
"He are, fer a fact,'' said Jerry.
"Ther Lord help us ter do it prime," fervently put
in Bible Ben, who, having been an itinerant parson
in his youth, could not drop the habit of asking Divine assistance, even in his acts of deviltry.
"He are comin' in a walk, which are good fer my
aim," whi spered Bitters.
"Ther packhorse are ahead."
"Yas, let him go by, fer we can catch him easy.''
"He will come within a few yards o' yer, so as
you can hit him p.rime."
"I knows whar a man's heart hangs out, pard,"
was the significant r eply of Bitters, as he cocked his
rifle, rested· the barrel on the limb of a willow, and
crouched down r eady for the fatal shot.

There had now come near the ambushed villains
the iron-gray packhorse of Buffalo Bill, going at rr
steady walk, and evidently heavily loaded.
Behind him some thirty paces came th~ prouclsteppin g Trailer, his rider upright in the saddle, and
seemingly indifferent to the warning of danger given
him by Hazel, although he well l~new that he was in
the very locality she had heard his foes select as the
best place for the perpetration of the red cleed.
Past the crouching forms went the packhorse, and
Trailer was within ten feet of the horse, when the
finger of Bitters touched the trigger; the fla sh and
report followed, and the noble horse shied violently,
while to the gro und , wit h a heavy crash, fell the
rider.
A yell burst from the lips of the three men; but it
was a yell of terror, fo r suddenly the packhorse
wheeled to the rightabout, and what was supposed
to be the pack arose upright in the saddle and became a man's form, \Yhile a pistol shot rung out, and
Bible Be·n bit the dust, an d J erry was sprung upon
and seized by the throat by the fa ithful Grip.
Yet, ere another shot came from the unerrin g revolver, Bitters, seeing his fearfol clanger, fired has, tily, aml down dropped the horse upon which Buffalo
Bill was riding, pinning him beneath him.
The first thought of Bitters was to rush forward
and fire upon the fa llen man; but he was not one to
take any chances, if he could avoid it, and, like the
very wind, he sprung through the thicket, mounted
· the nearest horse, and rode for his life up the creek.
It was no easy task for Bill to at once divest himself of the dead horse upon his leg; but he succeeded ·
in doing so after a while, and hastened toward the
savagely-growling bloodhound, who had dragged his
vic tim to the earth, and sti ll held hi s sharp teeth
in hi s throat.
"You have clone :-·our \\"Ork well, for he is as dead
as the wretch through whose brain I sent a bullet,"'
and Bill patted the dog ::iffectiona'cely, a11cl b;-tde him
let go his hold .
Grip at once obeyed and wagged his tail in thanks
for his m::ister's praise, while he walked over to examine Bible Ben, to see if the pistol bullet ha d
pro ved as snre death as his dog's teeth.
Trailer had nm off a short distance after the sho[ ;
but now, at hi s master"s call, came back with a neigh
of pleasure, and Bin picked up t11 e dummy which had
been his rider, and which ·consistcd of his purchases
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tied up in blankets, and wearing his coat and hat-a
most ingenious mock man, which had cleverly deceived the ambuscaders.
Bill quietly laughed at the success of his device,
r estored his purchases to the pack saddle, and started
off in htint of the horses of the dead men, for he
correctly surmised that, as ·he had heard but one
horse gallop off, and there were three men, there
must be two more animals near by.
Grip aided him greatly here, and led him directly
to the tvvo animals, and upon the back of one the
pack saddle and its contents were soon strapped,
and, mounting·, Bill rode on, muttering:
"I got a hole through a sack of fl.our and a tinpan,
but I made a good horse by that arrangement, and
found out that Grip is worth his weight in gold."
Without further adventure Buffalo Bill reached
his ranch, deposited his ' pack saddle upon the floor,
turned the t\Yo horses of the ambuscaders out into
the valley, an<l lariated Trailer out to feed near by.
Then he so ught r est, Grip taking up his watch
near the door.
·
The sun was high in the heavens when he awoke,
for he had been very much fatigued and slept
soundly, conscious that Grip would arouse him if
danger came near.
Having prepared his breakfast, he set about putting his house in order, fastened a lock on his door,
and soon had all comfortable about him, after which
he mounted Trailer and rode away to the nearest
r an ch to purcha se his first lot of cattle.
It was noon of the next day when he returned,
driving before him half a hundred head of fine cattl e he had bought from a ranchero over the river.
Driving them through the cafion into the valley,
he started for his cabin, feeling that he had made
1is first start as a rancher, and thoroughly satisfied
i\Yith his pui·chase of the Haunted Ranch.
Hi,s half-dozen horses which he had gained were
in the valley corral, and apparently enjoying their
change of ownership, \vhich gave them a rest and
such a rich pasturage, and Bill felt that he was not
o be troubled with many visitors, and rejoiced in
he fact.
But suddenly, as he approached the cabin, his eyes
[ell upon a white spot on the door.
It had not b~en there when he left, and, as he
tlrew nearer, he saw that it \Vas held there by a dag~·er, and was a piece of paper.
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Drawing out the dagger-a small one with an
ivory handle-he read on the paper, written in red
ink and a bold hand:
WARNING!
Take warning, an<l seek a home elsewhere, or yo ur fate will
be the fate of those \1·ho lie buried near.

Twice Buffalo Bill read this strange communication over, and then, in his reckless way, muttered:
"vVell, here I stay, for we wasn't born in the woods
to be scared by the hoot of owls, were we, Grip?"
The bloodhound wagged his tail in reply, and
gazed around with apparent admiration of the new
home and its surroundings, while he licked his chops
with an air of relish at having to tackle a foe soon.
Taking his huge key from his belt, Buffalo Bill unlocked the heavy, nail-studded door and entered the
cabin.
His first glance fell upon the cot, which he had
neatly made before leaving, and he started at beholding the blankets raised, as though a. form lay
beneath them.
Drawing his revolver, he advanced, dete.rmined to
g-ive the occupant a rude awakening, and threw
down the blankets.
But even his stern lips parted with a cry at what
he beheld there.
It \Yas a skeleton form,, the skull resting upon the
pillow and grinning up into his face that horrible
grin of death, which, in mockery it would seem, rests
upon the bony visage of the human being after life
has gone and fle sh has left it.
The bony hands were clasped over the ·white, shining ribs that had formed the breast,- and, riveted together firmly, the skeleton form lay at ease in the
bed.
"Holy Rockie s !"
Such were the words that arose to the lips of Buffalo Bill after his first exclamation of surprise.
Theh he continued:
"
"Well, I don't have to kill men enough, but must
entertain cut and dried skeletons to boot.
"r ow, where in the name of Satan did you come
from?
"Don't know?
"V./ ell, I do," ar;d, rai si ng the hideous form in his
arm s, he carried it out of the cabin and hung it upon
a peg near the door.
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"I guess, as you won't stay in your grave, you'll
like it up there," he muttered.
Then, re-entering his cabin, he searched it thor- ·
o<-1ghly for the discovery of how any one could have
entered during his absence.
But t he windows were closed and bolted as he
had left them, the door certainly had not been unlocked, for the lock he had purchased was an immense one, and had a patent key which he had had
with him on his belt.
The floo ring was rock and the chimney was too
small at the top to admit of any one entering.
"I'll g ive it up this time; but some of t hese fine
nights for ghosts I'll tackle one and we'll worry it,
won't we, Grip?''
But Grip looked as though he would prefer to
\vorry something with more meat npon it than a
skeleton form .
CHAPTER IX .
HAUNTED.

If the ones \Vho· had so my steriously visited the
Haunted Ranch in the absence of its new owner, and
placed the skeleton there, had intended to frighten
the scout with the supernatural, as well as \Yith the
warning stuck on his door, they certainly failed , for
he was too well used to death scenes to fear the dead,
<die! bad made too many gra,·es in the land to shun
tl1el11.
As for the warning, he felt fully capable of taking care of himself, and retired that night without
the slightest dread of any event that might occur.
As the night was pleasant, he left the door open.
and Grip, therefore, had the privilege of going in
and out at will, and, after several efforts to find the
best place to lie down, decided on the outside of the
cabin as the most fitting for a guard clog.
His master had been asleep everal hours, when
he was awakened by a long-dra\vn howl from the
dog .
"\!Veil, Grip," he said, as it \~·as repeated. "that is
dismal m usic, and I don't c:i re for such a se renade,
and, if you are howling for your old ma ste r, I'll get
jealous."
But when the bloodhound repeated the ho\\·] for
the third time, Buffalo Bill concluded to get up and
reconnoiter, for, not knowing the nature of the animal thoroughly, he thought it might be the best
way he kn ew to give an alarm of danger.

"If that's your note of alarming one, according to
the Russian code, Grip, it's a long way off from the
righ t way, for that unearthly howl of yours has set
every wolf on the same tone, started all the coyotes
to yelping, and made the owls. join in the chorus.
"But we'll see what's up," and Buffalo Bill. rifle in
hand, was about to step to the door when, ·with a
sharp yell, like one caused by fear, Grip came tearing into the cabin.
"Ah, you cowardly brute, to run that way," and
Buffalo Bill stepped fearlessly to the door· and
looked out.
The night was dark, but for starlight, and as his
keen eyes narrowly searched the space in front of the
cabin for the cause of the dog's alarm, he suddenly
beheld coming toward the cabin from the pine
thicket beyond, and in which were the graves of the
murdered tenants of the ranch , a form clad in snowy
white.
"The devil!"
The impious name of his satanic majesty sprang
i1woluntarily to the lips of th e man as his eyes fell
upon th e robed form .
He saw it glide, rather than walk along. a'nd from
its head downward seemed to fall a greenish light
that yet t- hone nowhere else.
"It's a ghost on a rampage. or I'm a liar." Buffalo
Bill muttered, more impressed th an he cared to admit, even to himself.
".:..Jo wonder Grip howled so dismally and stuck his
tail in bet\Yeen his legs and hunted the cabin, for
yonder \Vhat-is-it does look scary.
"As old California J oe says', 'I isn't afeercl, an' I
hain't alarmeJ, nor be I skeert, yet I d o n't like the
Yarmint.' "
Slowly the ghost, as it certainly :ippearecl to be an
oi)ject not of the e:i.rth earthy, came gliuing on . and
Buffalo Bill boldly stepped out of the door and
waifed, his rifle ready across his arm.
":Now, why the devil c:rn't he, she or it lay low in
its grave, without prowling around that way, scari1ig
hlooclhouncls ancl- well , surprising, I'll call it-yes,
surprising honest folks?
"If it did not look so like a woman I'd giye it a
chance to <..lie again, if a bullet \\·ould effect it; but I
1ic\'er yet tnrnecl a mt~zzle at a petticoat. and I won't
d,o it now."
The strange, certainly \vcird, apparition was not
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twenty paces away, and moved toward the canon,
swerving a little from its former course to the cabin.
Passing the door, · it continued on to the canon,
nd instantly Bill started to follow it.
As he did so, the pace of the apparition quickened
s speed; as he went faster. it increased its speed.
"I'll give it a chase, for I'm speed y on foot," he
iuttered, and away he fled in pursuit.
But the ghostly form g lided more swiftly than be
tlid over the uneven ground, and turning into the
canon he lost sight of it.
"Grip! ho, Grip!" he called, and the bloodhound
came bounding to his side.
But hi s every effort failed to make him strike the
cen: of the mysterious being.
"\\" ell, it must be a good ghost, or yon'd soon
atch the smell of brimstone about it, Grip.
"Anyhow, we'll give it up, as it don't seem to be
langerous, and it may go to the Yalley and ride the
ails off the horses there, for all I care.
"Come, Grip, we 'll go back and finish our nap, and
ome of :hese fine nights I'll get my clutches on that
o·host and hold on, if it sails off to heaven with me."
So saying, Buffalo Bill retraced hi s way to hi s
abin, and. again thro\Ying himself upon his cot, was
·oon fast asleep, Grip haYing chosen the inside of
he hou se this time as preferable to the exterior,
·here ghosts disturbed hi s slumbers.
The night in the Haunted Ranch passed avvay
•ithout a second visit from the ghostly visitor, and
~ill looked carefully over the ground, when he arose
e following morning, for some sign of a trail; but
one appeared, and for the first time in his life he
as beginning to believe .that the spi rits of the dead
ere permitted to return to the earth.
A.s for Grip, he looked ashamed of him self, and
rooped his head, and tail, too, vvhen his master
ad him. a lecture upon being afraid of ghosts.
··Yon may not be able to get your teeth in to the
·at of his pants, Grip, if it's a gentleman ghost,
1t, for that very rea son, you shonld fe el that he is
s able to do you harm.
"If it was a lady ghost, you did rig ht to hunt yo ur
!11; but we will see yet what it amounts to," and
ll continued to chat with his clog while he prepared
eakfast. treating the brute with more cordiality
· n he clid hum an beings, as he was, when wi th
hers, always reserved.
Yisit to the \·a lley corral showed him that the
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horses had not been ridden either by witch or ghost,
and Bill, with no intention of being driven from his
new home, set to work to get everything into cornfortable shape for life there.
The nex t night Grip came into the cabin snarling
and \\'hining, and, arising to discover the cause, Bill
beheld the same ghostly \'isitant, bound upon the
sa me trail as before.
"Make yourself at home, pard, and don't mind
me," he calle<l out, as he returned to his cot.
No trail con Id be found the following morning,
and the scout had just come from the Yalley, where
he had been looking after his cattle, when he saw a
horseman had halt ed, and was leisurely gazing up at
the cabin.
He was so me di stance away on the prairie; but
Bill recognized Bricktop, and beckoned to him to
come on.
Instantly the horseman obeyed, and in fifteen minutes after, dismounted in front of the cabin.
Buffalo Bill saw that he was well mounted, better
dressed and armed, and looked in every way improved from \\'hat he had at their first meeting.
"I were a-looking fer yer, pard, when yer seen
me," said Bricktop. .
'' \i\ 1 hy did yon not come right on to the cabin?"
Boss glanced furtively around him, and said:
'' - · ary, fer I hain't ther boy ter tackle ghosts."
"It's broad daylight, man."
"\Vaal, it may be, an' yet I is afeerd o' speerits at
any time; has ycr seen any?"
"Yes."
"Oh, Holy!"
"Each night."
"Jumping frog s o · Jericho! but ha s yer ?"
"I ha Ye .. ,
"Their nat nr', parcl ?''
''\Veil, it lo oks as ghosts are said to look."
"Lordy ! I s'pects yer lit out ?"
"Xo; it sca red Grip--"
''Grip?"
''My dog. It scared him badly, arid then I went
out and hacl a look at it, and it passed right by and
over tO\\'ard the canon, and I returned to the cabin,
and the next night it took another \\'alk."
"\\'aal , I'd tuk a walk, an ' -been still a-walking, ef
I'd seen it.''
"There is some strange mystery about this place
\~ 1 hich I intend to solve."
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"Be keerful it 'don't solve you, pard."
"I am always careful, Boss ; but now tell me if you
have discovered anything about the vigilante captain?"
" Yes; I hes found out th et he are tvvo men."
"Two men?"
"Yas, pard, he hev a double."
"You are sure?"
"Sartin."
"Why do you think so?"
"\\Taal, I \Yas spyin' round yesterday an' rid out
o' town with a vigilante \vho was goin' ter 'ni shiate
me ihter ther gang.
"'vV e got ter ther layout, an' I were 'nishiatecl
proper with becomin' saremonies, an' ther cap':1
were thar.
"\!Vaal, I rides back ter town, an' thar were ·ther
cap'n at the Ranchero's Exchange, jist coming out
from dinner.
" I axed how long he had been thar an' they tole
me all ther mornin ', so I concluded I'd look you up
an' spout out my diski very."
" You did right, Boss; so you are one of the vigilantes now ?"
"I is what they call a trial member, an' ef I does
o. k., then I gets; ter be one in good sta nd in' , an'
thet's what I is layin' fer. "
"\!Vell, now, as soon as you have had dinner, you
must return to town ai1d keep a close watch upon
thi s vigilante captain, and report to me promptly.
"If you shonlcl come when I am not here, just put
a note--"
"A note ?"
"Yes, for you \vri te, don't yo u ?"
,
"I does; it were knowing that science that got me
inter prison ; I write more than I had oughter."
"Ah, yes, I recall your '. elling- me the circumstance; well, write me a note and lea Ye it under yonder large rock again st the cliff, if I should be away."
"'Tain't likely you'll be away. is it?"
" I might be ."
"I'll do it, but I does hat e rJ1osts an' sich.' '
"They"ll not harm yon ; it is the living, not the
dead, who are to be dreaded."
"I dread s both. "
"Come, now, ,,·e'll ha,·e dinner. and then you can
return, and on your \Yay back ta ke a note for me to
· the Hart ranch ."
''I'll do" it; who fer-Peter?"
"No; it is for Miss Ha zel."
"I see," and so saying Boss aided i·n the pleasan t
work of preparing dinner, and sho rtly after departed.
bearing to Hazel the followin g letter, without address or signature:
I am informed by bearer that your foe ass uredly has a double,
but do all in your power to ascertai n the truth oi the a sse rt ion.
and communicate, if necessa ry, with the one wh o gives you this,
who will tell you where he can be founJ .

Thanks to your warn ing, I got home in safety, when but for it

J wou ld ha·•e been kille(l.

Hence I owe you my life.

CHA PTER X.
ANOTHER

W .\RKING.

In spite of the prowlings of th e apparition, Buffalo
Bill die\ not seem to dislike the Haunted Ranch, bnt,
o n the contrary. grew attached to his home. seemingly content with the companionship of his dog,
horses and cattle, wh ose wants he looked after as
thoroughly as he did his ovvn.
To assure him self that the va lley, which wa s a
bowl in th e hills, was really as secme as a corral, he
made a careful round on foot, and discovered that
not in a single place was it possible for the cattle to
get out, other than through the narrow canon, so
t horoughly had nature walled it in.
·
As it was hundre ds of acres in size, full of timber mattes, and had a spring-feel lake in it, nothingmore could be desi red for the pasturage, until his
herds numbered thou sands, for the grass grew the r e
with delicious richness.
Cutting down some tree s, Buffalo Bill soon erected
a barrier in the canon , to prevent the cattle straying
out, and consic\erecl hims elf fi xed.
All aro imcl him \\"as wild grand eur, the mountains
towering above him and u pon either side , and inhabited only by bears, wolves, panthers and other wild
beasts. Beyond, many miles, were the m ountain s
across rolling prairies, where the Indians had a Yillage, and some leagues away the r en egade chiei.
Red-Breast, \Yas said to ha,·e a stronghold for his
maraude r s, the Dog··Soldier Sioux.
But these Buffalo Bill did not fear , and in calm
co nt entment he wa s seated in front of hi s cabin the
third (fay after Bricktop's visit, smoking his afterdinner pipe, when he saw a horse and rider coming
ove r the prairie at a sweepin g gallop.
Getting hi s glass, he turn ed it upon the come r,
and said. hastilv:
.. By Jc)\·e ! it . is i\Iiss Hazel.' '
:\s the horse dre\Y nearer, the short riding-habit
"·as more readily di sce rned , and Buffalo Bill saw that
she had been pressing her horse hard.
· He arose and went to the edge of the plateau.
where commenced th e steep pathway, to meet he r,
and. as she drew rein, lifted her from her saddle,
whil e he said, pleasantl y:
·
.. I a m honored by yo ur visit, Miss Hazel."
'"Thi s is no time for compliments, Mr. Cody, for
I ha,·e come to warn yo u of another and greater danger," she said, excitedly.
"Your last \\"arning sen ·ed me well , as I \Vro te
yo u."
'·Yes, and as I passed the willow thicket o n the
creek I frightened away a pack of coyotes and a flock
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buzzards from two human bodies, which showed
i tnrned the tables upon your intended assass."
·Yes. with Grip',, aid."
'\\iho i Grip ?"
'::.\i y dog: here, Grip! come and welcome i\'I iss
zel to our humble ran ch."
' be bloodhound obeyed by cotning near to Hazei,
l rubbing his no e again st her gloved hand.
'This i your only compan-ion ?" she a sked , with
certain embarra ssment of manner.
'Yes, excepting my horses anci cattle ."
'Ah! that reminds me that I ha Ye not told you of
1r clanger. and vour horses ha\'e gotten you into
scrape."
' NI v horses?"
·yes, for 1 received this note ~o-day from Poker
y, and it 11·:ls sent by Peter, who went into town
stores.
·He \\'as met by the man who l>ronght me the
e from you, ·a nd he told him to wait about a while
it he wrote a letter to m e.
'Here it is."
uffalo Bill took the note, 1-vhich was written in :i.
·ldy hand , and read aloud :
Vil! ti1c one to whom I ga ve a letter fr om a mutu ai° friend.
other day;' kindl y info rm t hat friend that the vigilantes int end
"ng him a vi si t thi s afternoon, as he is accu sed of having
·es in hi s .possession he never came by through purchasing

S~1ch a visit fro m th e vigilantes, and such a charge, can only
nlt in one end. ii th e fri end is found .
.
would .va rn him myse lf, bul am lo form one of lhe vi siti il g
an tes. and in tende<l to send a warning by a messenger · 1
not full confidence in, until I sa w the a ne in town who no w
s th is note to vou. "

This is certainly from Boss Brickt.op. th o ugh I
no idea he could write so well, and he ha s
lly dropped his border dialect in writing, w hich
ost seemed natural to him in conversatio n,., said
alo Bill.
You take it cooll y," said Hazel, in admiration of
man·s pluck.
'11 take the visit of the vigilantes equally so."
iYon assuredly will not remain here to meet
1 ?" said Hazel. in a larm.
iiss Hart, my home is my castle . and, humble a s
. an d worthle ss as my life may be, I shall defend
"
ut the vigilantes arc all-powerfu l!"
shall meet them."
od grant you victory; bu t I fea r for the re-

"

?\Thatever the result, YOU will learn, :VIiss Hazel,
I did my duty."
.
few words more passed between them, and then
el Hart arose and ll'as raised to her saddle by
a!o Bill, wh0 s<1-id, kindly:
.
thank you for al l this trouble oi1 my part."
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·:Goo d-by."
It wa s all that she dared tru st herself to say, and,
belie,·ing that she looked in his face for. the last time,
she rod e do\\'11 the steep path, wended her way along
th e base o f th e hill s. and mad e a circuit to reach
lier ho me. as Buffalo Bill had ach·i scd, feari11g she '
might me et the Yi g ilantes.
.\iter h e had seen Hazel di sappea r, Buffalo Bill
\Yent in t o his cabin, ancl shot off the lo a ds in his rifle,
double-ba rrel shot g un-the latter a recent_ purchas'e in P o ker City-a nd hi s three reYoh·ers.
Then he cleaned them ,,·ith the greatest care, a nd
placed them. \1·ith his knife and hatche t, upon a table
back of the door ,_ ready for instant use.
. Trailer, lai-iated near on the plateau, wa s then put
out to feed in th e ,-alley corral. and, returning, Bill
discoYered his foes coming across the prairie.
His face was pal e. but calm and stern, and his eyes
fairly blazed as he disrobed himself of all useless togg ery. and callee! Grip into the cabin. Leaning
agains t the cabin. he quietly eyed the coming horsemen, and muttered:
·
' 'Thirteen in all; an unlucky number-fo r them .
''But I subtract B oss. as he said he would be of
the party, and th at le:t \' es twelve-a r ound do zen for
us to fight , Grip.
,
·'But you must not co me in until the homestretch .
"I guess \\' e'IJ g et hurt. Grip, but I'm sure some oi
'em will be coyote food thi s night ..,
The ,·igilantes had now ~pproachecl the foot of the
hill and were be g innin g the ascent. a man of large
frame, and mountecl upon a large horse, in the lead.
"That' is Dunn, the vigilantes' li e utenant, in adYance, I guess : frol}1 what Boss told nie about hin!,
he looks it.
"I 1\· onder ll'hy the captain didn' t come?
"I think I could ha ve entertained him, too, and
a t once ha ve settled the doubt a s to t his double he
claims he ha s.
"Y cs, there is Bricktop, and I must be· careful not '
to hit him when the bancl begins to play. "
These remark Buffalo Bill made \1·ith the utmost
coolness. as he continued in hi s indolent attitude,
leaning again s t the door frame.
" \\'ell , stranger, how are you?" cried Dunn, a
dashing-loo king. but · eYil-faced . man of large size,
and \Yith a long black beard and hair.
H e halted withii1 ten paces of the cab in, and his
men drew up in line just behind him, Bricktop looking a s innocent as a lamb in the ~nidst of wolves.
"I am \\'ell enough ," quiet ly responded Buffalo
Bill.
"You are Buffalo Bill, 1 belie1·e," continued Dunn.
"So my pards call me. "
.
'' \ t\T on that name in Kan sas by certain deeds', I
belieYe ?"
· "Are you writing a history, pard, that makes you.
-- - - - · . - - l . ·- . - · . ·-·· -- ·
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so curious?'' asked Buffalo Bill, with a merry twinkle
in his eye.
"Oh, no, but I want to be certain that you are
the man we are looking for."
"V./ ell, am I ?"
"I g uess so; what do you think, boys?"
It was the unanimous opinion of the horsemen
that he was the very man they were searching for.
" \Vell, I am glad you have found me."
"And so are we."
"\i\That do you want with me, now you have found
me?"
"We wish to look at the horses in vour corral and
see if we cannot find that you didn't get them by bnying them."
"No; I got them, excepting one, by killing jusr
such a gang of cowards as you are , whom I caught in
deviltry, and who sought to kill me,'' was the bold
reply.
" He admits it, boys ; he stole the horses, .. said
Dunn.
"You are a liar; but if you think so, you ' cl better
catch me, for I might escape."
"Not you, for we've got you this time, Buffalo
Bill."
"A barking dog ne,·er bites," was .the prompt reply.
"Well. we will just see tho se horses. and , if you
have stolen them, up to yond er tree you go," said
Dunn, savagely.
"Have you got ord ers fo r thi s?"
"Yes."
"Then go to work now, for I tell you I mav get
away while you go to look for the horses."
" Do you dare us to attack vou ?" asked the vigilante officer.
•
"That's about the size of it."
"Dismount, and ve'Jl make this gamecock crow :1
different tune!" cried Dunn, 'in a rage.
"Back!"
All started at the ringing cry, jn st as their feet
touched the ground.
" Vv ell?" cried the vigilante lieutenant.
" If any man of your band attempts to enter my
cabin, I'll kill him,' ' said Buffalo Bill, firmly, and with
the last vrnrd he stepped back within the door and
disappeared from sight.
Within the light was dim". for the . shutters were
closed, while without all was bright, and the forms
of the vigilantes could be distinctly seen.
" Come, boys, follow me, and you, Boss, as a new
member. show what you can do!" cried Dunn.
'.' Oh, I are heur !" answered Bricktop, taking good
care to get a little to one side.
"Three abreast, now ; come!" shouted the vigilante
lieutenant. and th e column 1110\'ed to within a few
paces of the door and haltel1, while Dunn called out:

" Do you surrender and stand your trial?''
'· I a1i1 not that kind of a man," \Vas the answer.
"You shall have a fair trial," said Dunn, anxious t
get possession of the man without facing his dead!,
aim, for he knew the Dead Shot would bring dow
some of them , and he might himself have his useful
ne ss cut short by a bull.et.
"Yes, Yigilante trial s are always fair . for they han g
a man and try him aften\·ard,'' said Buffalo Bill , from
\Yithin hi s stronghold.
' 'You will be taken, and then it will be the wors
for you ."
" It will be the worst for some of you before I am . .,
"I'll promise you your !ife, if you surrender an
join the band."
" Your promise is \\'Orth nothing to me, and, although I have been so unfo11unate as to have frequently to take life, I will never ally myself with
band of outlaws, such as you are. "
"Once more-do you surrender?"
" Come in and sec.' '
" \Ve will show you 110 mercy. "
" Wait until I beg for it, and, if the gang is goin[>
to attack, begin at once, o r I'll set the music going.'
sa id Buffalo Bill.
"Charge!''
The worrl was fairl y yelled from the lips of Dunn ,
ancl with a lon g~drawn breath , the band of Yigi
!a ntes moYed tO\vard the cabin.

CH A PTER XI.
H .\ X D

T 0

H _\ X D.

\Vhethcr the vigilantes expected that their yell.
would intimidate Buffalo Bill when their threats ha
failed to clo so or not ,. is not known; but certain it i
tliE') ,,·ent at the cabin with a series of war whoop
that \'.·ould have made an Indian turn pale with envy
B~tt in the mid st of their yells came the ring of
rifle, and Dunn fell de.a d just inside of the doorway
a lrnllec through his heart .
Onr his body sprang the now enraged vigilantes
and tw~ loud reports rang out, and the shotgun'
contents vv ere emptied into their bodies.
But it would not do now to hesitate, and o
~ warm e d the rest of the band, and, with a revoke
in either hand, Buffalo Bill met them, firing with
preci sioll and ner ve that never deserted him, an
four mo re of hi s assaiiants lay on the cabin floor.
But six-not counting Bricktop, who, though i1
the fight. wa s not a murderous member-remained
and these all kn ew that their shots had also taken ef
feet on t he darin g man who opposed them, thong
no Yi tai spot had been to uched, and for their om
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credit they dare not go back to Poker City and report that the one they had intended to ha ng as a
horse thief had whipped the whole of them.
Rushing upon him in a mass, they forced him to
drop his pistols, for the work was too close; but he
seized his hatchet in one hand, his bowie in the other,
and met them with these deadly weapons.
A fearful blow over the head with a rifle laid open
his scalp, just as a knife was driven to the bone in
his arm, and h~ "·ent down upon his knees; but instantly he arose, to again fall as a bullet str• ck him
in the leg.
But again only for an instant was he clown, and the
man who sprang upon him to drive his bO\vie to his
heart fell back with a cloven skull; and once more
Buffalo Bill was upon his feet, and, in wild dismay,
Boss setting the example, having vainly called t<? his
comrades to fly, the surviYors took to their heels.
Down the steep hill, helter-skelter \Yent the surYivors, two of then~ wounded.
But suddenly their captain met them, \\·hiie riding
at full speed to the cabin, and he saw their thinned
numbers and heard their story.
In vain he urged them to go back, and, as they
rode · on in flight, save Bricktop, who remained, he
cursed them for cowards, aud" dashing on, cried,
·with savage ferocity:
"That man shall die!"
Up to the cabin he rode, Bricktop by his side, to
suddenly reel in his saddle at a shot that seemed to
hit him fair.
But he, too, fired, just as a second shot from the
' badly-wounded scout pierced his brain.
Bricktop threw himself from bis horse and ran to
the side of Buffalo Bill, ·who cried:
·'Quick! see if that man has not on a wire shirthe is the man I accused him 9f being. "
"By Heaven, but he has, and. your first bullet is
\Jodgccl ·in it; but who is the fellow that " ·as his dou'ble ?" called out Bricktop, forgetting his dialect 111
his excitement.
"That man lying yohder, who helped him out in
his game; but who are those coming?" and Buffalo
Bill staggered to his feet, expecting more trouble.
"Soldiers! and corning fast!"
'.'I hope there is a surgeon along. for I need one,
Bricktop."

1
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And a surgeon there was with the half-troop of
cavalry that dashed up under a lieutenant, and who
callee\ out:
"The general sent me after you, Buffalo Bill, as he
heard you had planned to get a ranch here to run
down the outlaw vigilantes, and-nothing serious,
doctor, I hope. though they carved us like a Christmas turkey ."
''Serious, but nothing fatal.
"\Ve · must not let him die, li.eutenant,'' was the
answer.
Buffalo Bill was carried into the cabin, and the
surgeon went to work on him, aided by two soldiers,
\\'hile the officer and his men rode on to Poker City,
guided by Bricktop, and within an hour after their
arrival Landlord Bouncer and a dozen other rhen,
all recent members of the outlaw band, were under
arrest a11cl on their way to the fort.
Thus was the band of outlaws broken up by the courage and cle\'er plot of one man, Buffalo Bill,- and
Bricktop, giving np his wild life, l;:>ecame the comrade of the great scout.
For weeks die\ Buffalo Bill lie in his cabin, suffering from his seYere wound s, and from which few
men could have rallied.
But at last he was able to be taken in an ambulance to the fort, a halt of one night being made at
Ranch Restful, where Hazel warmly welcomed the
party, having often met the young lieutenant, H~rry
Hart\vell, in her ride to the Haunted ,Ranch to ask
how the scout was.
After the terrible fight at the Haunted Ranch it
was found that the ghost no longer appeared, as it
had been a trick of the vigilante to keep people a\\'ay
from his hiding-place. and he, having failed to
frighten off Buffalo Bill, had decided to attack him
and kill him .
In good time Buffalo Bill became his _former self
again, and when Hazel Hart married Lieutenant
Harry Hartwell, the great scout gave away th e
pretty hride. and remarked: "It was Hart, but now
it is Hartwell, and I am very glad that it is so."

Next week's issue ( No. 38) will contaiH the story of
''Buffalo Bill and the Dauite Kidnapers; or, Th e Green
RiYer

~Iassacre . "

PRIZE ANECDOTE DEPARTMENT.

a

Boys, look on page 30 and see the announcement of the prize contest. We propose to makt)
this contest the most successful and far-reaching ever conducted. From the size of the mail that is eve1·y mornr
ing dumped on the editor's desk this e:l(pectation bids fair to be realized in a most gratifying manner. The storie 1
are pouring in by the h~ndreds~
·~
Here are some of t he best articles received this week :
n

left them i n for any length of time they woul d most assttredl 5•
ha ,-e been lost. We obtained ropes and thro,Ying a noose ove
(By Wilfred N. Derby, New Jersey.)
a sheep's head we pulied them from the mttd. I t was n n a wft ,
job, fo r the sheep weig h ed twice as m uch as they d id othe J.
· On Sunday I thought I wou ld l ike to go for a sail , an d ownwise , for their thick wool was .·oaked with water and OH tc:-i
ing a small 1:1ailboat nnmed the Kansas City, wh ich rkept in
and it took us so long to get some of t he larges ones lande'
New York Ba ~·, l started out early in the morni ng and took
my l unch with me. I got to the boat, which was ve1'y small , 1hat they were wellnigh stl'angled to d eath. -But. we got o.t:
n ot holding more than t\vo . I then put up the sail. There and all out safely, and drove them up t h e stream till we cama
to the place I had found, watered them safely, a n d th en droY
w as a very strong wind, too strong for a small hoat, but I
that we ha '
went out and ba<l been sailing about nicely, when a strnng them into camp for the night, conscious of the fact coyotes
t h:::
p uff of winii came and the boat upset. I could swim a little, · saved a good many pounds of mutton from the
but not with my shoes on, and ouly saved myself by holding day.
on to the boat. My screams for help brought men to my rescue
.
a n d th.ey arriyed just in time to saye n~e.

J\n Ad venture in t he Wa t e r.

Nearly Ground to De ath.
J\ frenz ied Herd of Sheep.
(By F. S. Bruggman, San Francisco, Cal.)
It was iir the month of June of t his year.i n sout.h ern \Yyoming the incident of which I write occttrred. 'l'hesun beat down
with almost unbearable heat, and t.here was an opp ressive
stillness in the air which Reemed to make the sheep under our
control uneasy and enger to be on the move. It was. the time
of day when the sheep nsuaJ ly lay down for a .couple of hours,
but on this dny they would not. lay down worth a cent, and it
was all the herder and myself, with the assiistm1ce of a dog,
could do to keep them within bound.
We were on the "trail" to the shearing corral , wi t h a herd
of something like 3,700 sheep, and as we had crossed a piece of
land the previous day unfavorable for wntedng sheep, the~'
had not h1Hl water for forty-eigl1t hours, "11)1ich m a de th em
restless a nd constantly on the move, .and if the herder had not
had 111y aRsistance that, day he wouhf have lost a considerable
nu11Jber of sheep. 'l'hts is how it occtrrred:
We were nearing a sinall rivcr, a n d we had d-ctcrm ine<1 to
water the sheep there, so the herder sent me on ahead to find
a suitable place io do it. We wanted to h:w e it o\·er \Yi th as
so<ln as possil)le, but the rh·e1· in question was one of the
worst possible fo1· wat.ering sheep, and it was only after riding
two m iles up that I found a suitable place. So I put. spurs to
my horse and came back at a canter, bi,l,,Yhcn I caught sight
of the herd I saw it strnng along in a line, running as fast as
i t coul1l straight for the worst part. of rhc river. The~- harl become cr!'lzed ar. the smell of wntcr and before we cou ld <lo anvthing to stop them they were at the creek, which at this poii1t
had ba n ks fou r feet straight up from the water. 'l'he leaders
of th e fren~ie<l herd stopped when the~· arrived on the brink,
b n t t h ose behind, eager to get a sho w at t h e water, pushed
a nd cro wded till t hose in front co uld not hold their footing
longer, and in less time than it takes to tell iL there we re two
score of sheep strnggling in the mud of the rher. '!'here the ~'
were u p to their bellies in the mud, bellowing at the top o~
t h eir l ungs entirely hel.pless while the rest of t.he henl , str ung,
a long t h e bank for a distan ce of a quarter of a mile, look ed on
w ithout getting a drop of the wa ter for which tht!y had made
t h at wild run .
It was the most ludicrous sight I eyer saw in my life, and I
j ust lay down on the ground and lau ghed till my sides ached.
Bttt we had to be quick if we wanted . to sa \·e those in the
river, so we set about p ulling them out of the mud, for had we

,1
(By Rodol phe Gauth iere, I ndiana.)
I w(ls working in a tin plate factory w h en t h is accident h ap:;
pcaed One day my foot ~lipped us I stood near one of ill
machines, and my shoes got caught in t.he big cog wheels.
I h ail started to my death wh en a young man namer! Jo•
Monin took hold of me nnd p ulled his best u n t il the engin
cottld be stopped . \\"hen the)' pickell me up they laid me on
bench near by and started to look foi· bruised p laces on m"
foot. T h ey cou ld not find any, but when they took tny sho
off they were al l benumbed at the Right they saw. '!'here la:
my foot, with part of t he ankle and h eel hanging by j ust.
little piece of skin. '!'hey cou ld not. stand to look at it, bccaus
my bones were as visible as co uld be. I took a little pe1:p at i
myself; but it mape nle sick. 'l'hey took me home i n a bugg:
and whell we got by the hou se my mother asker! me what wi1
the matte r , and I told her I was all right. .Drs. Vance an,
Knight wen~ sum m oned, and t h ey wept to wo r k rig h t awn~
'l'h ey cut out. a piece of flesh wh ich weigh ed one pound, a n.
they Hewed u p my leg wit h fifteen stitches. That 1s an e xpe r~
encc I would not want to gq throug h ngain I can te l\ yo u .

1
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On a Runaway Car with_ Dyn a mite.

( B); George Naph, Seattle, Washington.)
"Let h er go down slo w, keep a sharp lookout ahead and .
firrn hold on vottt· brake handle!"
These we re the words uttererl b ~- t h e walking bo~s as
passed him at t h e mouth of the grea test tunnel t h en bein
built in .the West. I \,·as seated in a small wo r k car, a11d m ·
cargo was fi f tee n boxes of dynam ite, to be del ivered at th
bo ttom of th is great l10 le , righ t in t h e middle of ;i vast ruo t11
tai n.
Slowly I. rol.led a long; the track had a drop of over a hut
dred feet to a m ile, and once started n othi ng coul d stop m
sh ould my ca.t· get beyond my control. Well, t h is is just ~\'ha
h appened: All of a surlden my brak e rod ga Ye a sudden jerl•
broke a n d la1nded me among m y boxes. ·w h en I sct·amb!ed t
my feet I found my car was movin g rapidly. I passed eacl
e lectr ic lig-h t like a flash; they looked like fallen stars.
yelled, a nd a flagman just stu m b1e.d out of my way as w
passed him like a flash.
T h e wh eels fairl y h ummed, the click of th e rai ls secmerl
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be contiuttous. My blood seemed to be frozen in my veins, my
eyes were blurred, and my bead was fairly going around.
Two minutes more and we would be at the end of the track .
What then? Over 100 men were at work ahead. I must dash
in among them. Shonld the crash and jar explode the dynamite it meant death to all. Even the car alone, without an
explosion, must bring death to at least a score. '!'he thought
was maddening. I screeched and yelled. We were now moving like an express train. To jump meant death. No, I must
stick it out. I grasped a box and hurled it over the rear end.
It fell, and did not explode. Thank God, I "·ould yet save the
lh-es of those before me.
One box and then anothe1· was left behind. Then t.he car
gaye a sudden jerk and I was hurled to the floor. On attempting to rise, I was forced to yell with pain, for my leg was usele8s. I could hear the sound of workmen ahead . I looked
over the side of the car. The lights seemed to be one continuous flash. Far ahead I could see the la1·ge lights used there.
Then the men became visible. I sank back, muttered a prayer,
feeling that all was lost.
.
What was this, the explosion? Such a noise! The roof of the
tunnel seemed to fly towar4 me, and all was over. I woke up
in the hospital. I was the only one injured, and not verv
badly at that. The car had jttmped the track at the last moment and none was the worse off for the accident but yours
truly.

A Matter of Life or Death.

•
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through a window. I unbarred the door leaving my musket
standing, and ran away. At last I got courage enough to
come back. Great was my surprise when I saw the bear sticking on my bayonet. I was filled with joy and ran back and
told my brothers I had killed a bear. I got the skin, which I
have yet. I had left the gun standing and the bear fell on it.
My brothers told me it had killed itself. And now when I
brag of killing a bear they remiud me that it killed itself.

How It Feels to be Run Over.
(By E. E. Cunningham, New York.)
I started out playing one Friday evening in August and was

interested in our game as the eight o'clock trolley car came
buzzing along. The lad I was playing with ran across the
track, and I, of course, right after him. He then started back
with me in the rear, but as I neared the middle of the track
the car struck me, and I was shoved along about six feet in
the dirt. I tried to release myself,-but the car hit me again,
ca~hiug my right leg and crushing the lower part of it and my
foot.
·
Inrn~ine my suffering being pinned under that car, aud
they dtd not dare to start it for fear I would get an electric
shock.
After five minute's prying I was released, suffering the pain
of a crushed limb and very weak from loss of blood. I was
taken the next morning to the hospital where my limb was
amputated, and now I will forever be a cripple wit·h crutches,
instead of my leg.

(By Clifton Fauntleroy, Baltimore, Md.)
r It is my duty on Saturdays in the afternoon to go to
work in Baltimore County, not far from the city. I walk half
A Bee Hunt.
the way. The trestle bridge on which my adventure took
place is about midway. This trestle bridge is one of the most
(By Leroy Freeman, Washington, D. C.)
dangerous of its kind, being exceedingly narrow and having
An interesting thing seen in the West is a bee hunt. Seven
no sides like most bridges. It is so dreaded by pedestrians that
it is called the "One Mile Trestle," though I doubt if it is or eight men make up the party, armed with axes and whisps
one eighth of a mile in length. At each eud of this great of hay or tall prairi~ grass. A small cask of honey is bl'Ought
trestle there is a sign: "Beware! No truin will stop for any one along in order to entice the unsuspecting bees. As soon as the
honey is spread on a log a swarm of bees begin to gather, and
running the risk of crossing this trestle." There is also a
smaller sign at each end of the trestle which is a hand point- as they fill themselves with the delicious stuff they make a
ing to the quartet· mile path for pedestrians. On the Saturday bee-line for their hives. The party selects a certain bee and
evening of my adventure I was quite late, and it was quite follows it. On and on they plod through briers and swamps.
dark. Instead of taking the quarter mile path, I huniedly and At last they come across a dead tree, the kind the bees select
recklessly decided to run ac1·oss the trestle bridge. When for making a hiYe, and the men ply their axes vigorously.
nearly half way over it I heard a rumbling noise. IJooking Soon the tree comes clown with a thundering crash. The men
behind me, I saw a quarter of a mile a way a swift through crowd around with spoons, not heeding the bees, for they
train just turning the bend. Standing there about 200 feet seem stupefied by the cal[\mity, which has overtaken them.
The combs, which are unbroken, arc carefully packed in large
above shallow water and rocks, with no means of escape, I
cannot describe mt; feelings; but I remember that I mnttered , casks, \Yhile the broken ones are eagerly devourecl by the
men. When the casks are fttll the men depart for their camps.
in a hollow Yoice, 'Life or death." I had not given up hope,
and quickly stepped to one side of the trestle. When the
puffing mouster t cached me, I simply remember that from the
swaying motion of the trestle I was reeling over its side when
A n Indian Ad ve ntu r e.
I felt a firm grip about my neck. When I became conscious I
was lying on a blanket in a corner near one of the windows of
(By E. Fargo, Chicago, Ill.)
the engine. The problem, "Life 01· Death" was solved. The
Last summer as I was in Salamanca, near an Indian reserva·
engineer had saved me, but how he has never told.
tion, I had an interesting adventure.
I went out bunting one day and returned home very tired.
As I was passing a cliff near a ravine I heard a command,
"Hold up, or you are a goner."
My :'\dventures with a Bear.
I ran to the edge of the cliff and looking over, saw an In(By Frank C. Buben, Ohio.
dian in the act of shooting another Indian. I took a sure aim
One day last winter when my bt·others and I were out hunt- and fired at the Indian with the gun. He dropped his gun aud
ing we stayed at a friend of ours over nit;ht. They went hunt- ran clo·wn the ravine, but glanced back and saw me. The other
ing the next momiug, and I had to stay with the horses.
Indian said, "I thank you, you save my life." About three
When they ·were gone I went outside and suddenly I heard the
days later as I was about to eat a lunch while out hunting I
horses snorting and kicking. I was just going back to see was startled by a loud yell, and then a rock nearly twice the
what it was when a bear came running along after· me. I ran size of a man's head hit me on the arm.
with all my might into the barn, ancl shut the doors and
I heard some person yelling so I rau up the path to the top
barred them, but the horses still k ept kicking and I could not and saw an Indian sit.ting on another one. It was the same
stop them . All at once I saw the bear looking through a crack Indian that I had shot who was now underneath.
and chewing at the logs. There was an old musket in the hut,
The other one told me that he had kept the Indian from
and I took it and pointed the bayonet at the bear. :My aim
killing me.
was true, for I stuck the !)ayonet right into his nose. He
1'he Indian underneath had tried to drop the rock on me,
snorted and gro,dcd with pain, and the horses kept on pran- !mt his aim had been spoiled by my friend, who had shot him
cing, so I jumped up on a ehairto get out of their way, when I
111 the leg.
happened to look and saw the bear getting ready to iump
My friend's name was Gold Eagle.

BOYHOODS OF FAMOUS MEN.
This department contains each week the story of the o rly carur of some celebrated American. Watch
for these stories and read · them, boys. They are of th e most fascinating interest.
.
Those already published are:. No. J: - BuffalO Bill ; No. 2- Kit Carson; No. 3- Texas J ack ; No. 4Col. Da~iel Boone; Nos. 5 and 6-David Crockett ; No. 7- General Sam Houston ; No~. 8 and 9- Lewis Wetzel;
Nos. lO and J:t-Capt. John Smith ; No. J:2-W ild Bill ; No. 13- Dr. Frank Powell, the Surgeon Scout ; No.
l4- Buckskin Sam ; No. J:5- Seneca Adams ("Old Grizzly" Adams); No. J: 6-Pony Bob (Bob H aslam);
No. l'i'- M ajor John M. Burke (Arizona Jack).
.."'1'\lii,.I" ..

No. 18-Kit
T h ere is no more interesting career t han that of the man
k nown to fame as Kit Carson, Jr.
Born in 'a Comanche Indian Yillage , his mother was a halfbree.d squaw and a Mexicnn, her fath e r being a noted chief and
her mother a Mexican h:dy of di stingui shed parentage, who
was a captive of the redskins, a voluntary one to save her
people from massacre, h ence a sacrifice for others.
When a captive of the Comanches, and destined to be put to
death , the chief's 1la11 ghter beheld Kit Carson, the noted plninsman, and, perhaps prompted by the blood in her Ycins, asked
her father, the chief, to give him to her for her husband.
The chief yielded, and thus the 1ife of Kit Carson 'IYnS saved
and he was adopted into the tribe u ntil he could nrnke his
escape from those who had been his bitterest foes.
H e left the Indian village and his devoted wife, and little
son, Kit, Junior, promising to one day take them away.
'!'his he was able to do long after, when the boy was ten
years of age.
But the mother died soon after in a mission, and fit.tle Kit
was left to the care of the pri es ts, who devoted themselves to
h is traini ng.
He was giYen a pony, a rifle, reyoJ-;ers arnl lariat, and soon
became a dead shot and an expert in all ga mes.
He shtclied hard, and at sixteen was a fine scholar, while h'e
\YaS well up in Greek and La ti n, and spoke in adtliti o n to his
English, both French .and Spanish .
•
The priests inten.d ed that he should become one of them, and
so edu-cated him fur the p1·iest hood; but n Mexican bandit
chief , believing the yo11th to he the so n of fl prominent Mexican Don of great wealth, kidnapped him from the mission and
carried him into Mexico with him.
All efforts to find Kit were un:wailing, and after a year he
was supposed to have been killed.
But the bRnclit chief, though he would not allow the youth
his freedom, had taken a g reat fancy to him and would carry
h im with him on his raid i ng expe ditions in Mexico and into
'fexas.
When he did so he would have Kit' s ankles manacled beneath his horse, and a lariat always· holding the boy's horse
fast to the horn of his own saddle.
This was t h e freedom the cruel bandit leader allowed him,
a nd no occasion ever came for Kit to make an effort 'to escape.
I n this way the ~·outh sa 11· all the merciless deeds of the desperate Mexican robber, being l!ompelled to witness the 1.lurn111g of houses, the massacre of wagon trains, murder of women
and chi ldren and the cruel torture to death of brave men .
After two years of these horrible sights to the youth, a nd his
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crnel captivity, ever kept by the side of the barbarous Vasqucz, 1
Kit one day found upon the ground a blacksmith's file, and,ttnseen by any one, picked it up and concealed it sec urel y abotttt
his clothes.
1'
His wide-footed Mexican trousers concealed the manacles ,
upon his ank les, so the little work he did at times on the iron s
was not noticed .
One day, knowing the chief was to go upon a raid, he pretended to be ill, and was left behind under a Yiilainous-looking guard.
~
In Yain did he plead with the man to aid in his escape, the>
fellow was too much in fear of his chief to accept a promised
liberal bl'ibe, and so Kit had to depend upon himself, and, as
soon as he was left alone, completed t h e filing of his irons, for
before the chief left he had fastened him to a chain in a rock.
He had just set himself free when the guard came at a run, 1•:
suspecting something was wrong, and he hnd a revolver in his'hand.
Kit did not even look up, remained perfectly quiet and suddenl y , when the man was near him, sprang upon him li ke a
panther. .
It was a desperate struggle for the weapon, and yet the boy
was the equal of the man .
At last Kit managed to grasp a knife hilt in the l'viexican's.
sash, and quick as a flash h e drove it to the heart of his foe. ·
With all his witne8Sing murder scenes and deaths among the ,
Comanches, Kit Jrnrl never before taken a human life, and he
stood like one dazed, fo1· a long time regarding the man.
(c
At last he tallied, and anxious to get away he helped him-j "
self to what he nccderl from the bandit's )Jooty, selected the
best weapons, a couple of the finest horses and rode away in!:
th e night.
,,
He had not gone many miles when the moon a.rose and ·
lighter! his way, and suddenly, upo n rounding a cliff, he rode r
almost upon Vasque:;;, the B:rnrlit, riding well ahead of his ,
men, who were rett11·ning slowly to the stronghold loaded '
down \Yith booty.
Y
'l'he chief recognized him at n g lance, and gnYe a call. But :
Kit harl alrnady h is revolYc:· drnwn, and the t\YO weapons
flashed together
,
Down went Kit 's horse, killed by the shot of the ban<titr
chief, while out of his saddle Vasquez fell dead .
:
\\iith the men coming forward Kit was in deadly d1rnger, (
but his presence of mind saYecl him, for, like a fiash, he called 1
out in Spanish the name of a Mexican l'egimen t of lancers,
ancl ordered them into line, a\, the same time shouting ; ~
"Vasquez and his bandits! Prepare to charge!"
<
His words were heard by the outlaws, who in wild terror·
fted, leaving their pack horses laden down with booty.
:.
Shouting orders a n d firing his revolvers to keep the banrlits <'
going, Kit at the same time caugh t the chief's splendid · horse Ii
and threw himself into the magnificent sil ver-studdcd saddle..
Then he threw t h e pack off of an animal left by the bandit s,•<
and, with a lariat quickl y strapped the body into the saddl•! ,
and lead in g t he animal and his own pack an imal he dashed ;•
away nt full speed.

q
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It was after dawn when he rode into a Mexican fortress and
reported that he had killed Vasquez, the Bandit, and would
guide a force to the outlaw stronghold.
'!'his he d id, and the defeat of the outlaws was complete,
while the l\Iexican commandant went with the youth to prove
h is claim to the money price set upon the head of Vasquez.
It was not only paid to him without <1ispute, but the y outh
was offered an officer's comm ission in the Mexican Army,
which he at once refused, saying that he was an Ame rican.
Starting upon his return to Texas, K it , ever as watchful as
an Indian, felt that he had foes on his trail to rob him of his
gold, and he determined to be very C f utious.
Soon after two m en overtook him and he knew by thefr
faces that th ey were desperadoes, and when they told him
that they would keep him company and camp with him that
ui rht, he acted promptly.
.
~'.<ick l y he drew his reYolver nnd said:
"'i don't want your company, for I know your game, so go
and be quick about it! "
'fhe men grumbled, and tripd t.o argue , but Kit was in
deadly earnest and rode on without them.
When he camped on the Rio G1·ande that night he expected
to be wnylaid by t he t wo men, so be fixed up a dummy in hi:I
blankets and got up in a tree to watch.
It was just midnight when the moonlight rev ealed hvo
fol'm s creepin" upon his camp.
He bro ught his rifle to bear upon them and waited.
Wben yery n ea r the men rose to a kneeling position, leveled
their t·evolvers, took slow aim and fired at t he supposed form
in the blankets.
Kit tired twice then b efore the report of their weapons died
away, and there " :aR no need to fire again, for the men were
dead.
Anxious to get away from the spot with all speed, and cross
the Ri o Grande, he saddled up his horses, mounted and rode
rapidly on.
Crossin g the river, his pack ho rse, though in leading, went
a few paces to one si tle, and with a fright.cued cry tried to get
back to him, hut in vnin.
Kit knew at once that the auimal was caught in the fatal
quic ksand, and made a strong efi'ol't to save him, bLtt in vain.
Fearing for h is own horse and himself, he moved on his
way, a feeling of horro1· at his heart as he beheld the animal,
pack an,d all, rapidly sink from sight in the quicksand,
Once across tbe Rio Grande, and in Texas, Kit felt safe, and
making hi s way to some timber we nt into camp.
The next morning he went on his way, his destination being
the old mission wh ere hi s mother was buried, the spot where
he had passed a number of hnppy years. .
It was near .sunset when he reached a hill that gave him a
view of the valley in which had stood the mission.
But it was but a ruin, for the Indians .had been there and
ma ssacred the good people and burned the home, chapel and
aun
Down the hill he dashed, and all that he saw told him that
Indians had done the red work and clone it well.
He went to th e little mission cemetery, and but one aoss
rem ained at the head of a grave.
'l'lrnt c1·oss he knew sheltered his moth e r's grave, and upon
it was her Indiim nam e , and the one Kit Ca1·son the Scout had
~iven her, the two !inked together:
LAL U LA-DQJ,ORES.

"Our tribe did this cruel deed, for who else knew of, and
would have spared, my mother's gra,·e,'' the youth muttered.
'rhen he gathered a large bnnch of wild flowers in the valley1 and spread them npon ·hi s mot h e r 's gn.1vc, after which he
staked his horse out, ate a cold s nppcr, and warpping himself
. jn his blankets 111y down to sleep.
It was juEtt <lawn when he awoke to di scover that he was
surrounclell bv a band of India n horsemen.
'l'her were Comnuchcs nnd he called to them i n their mvn
t011gu~ . But he was marle captive and taken hacl.: to their village, where was the very chief, bis mother's father.
The stern old chief welcomed him, I.Jut called his · people. to-gether, and it wa s decided that h e should be allowed to go free,
hunt, fish, go on the warpath even, yet if he ever made an
effort to escape any Comanche chief, brave, sq11aw, or child,
could instantly kill him.
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Under such circumstances, Kit passed a year in the Comanche
camp, and saw brought there one day by a raiding party of
warriors a number of soldiers and two women.
Before he had been indifferent as to his own escape. But
now he d etermined to do so and also aid the white captives,
·
one of whom was a young lieutenant.
Believing that his grandso n had no desire to escape, the
head chief had mnde him a chief, and he had much influence
with the Indians , young and old .
But this was only so long as all believed that he wished to
remain as one of them Kit well knew.
Using his powers, K it found a way to talk to the captives
and let them know that he was their friend.
He planned their escape, and set about carrying it out in a
very thorough wrty.
So well did he plan and work that when the night set for
the escape cnme he h a d secre ted their weapons away from the
camp, with blankets and foo d , and giyen the time when the
·
priso ners were to act.
Disguises he also had ready, and going boldly up to the two
I nd ian guarc1s1 he bade them ente;· the prison tepee with him
and see that ail was secure.
'I'hey did so and were seized, bound and securely gagged.
'!'hen the disguises were put on, and one by one the prisoners left the tep ee for a certain spot, the two women accomPanying the yonng ofricer and Kit.
When the Indian guards over the horses saw them coming,
and Kit called to them, they supposed it was a hunting party
coh1ing after thefr ponies, and only knew better when they
were seized and bound.
Kit would not allow one to be kill ed unless absolutely neces·
•
sarv.
!l-!ounting picked horses, having already gotten possession
of thefr weapons and provisions, Kit had hidden for them,
the party started off in flight.
Kit was the zuide and he set the pace and it was a bard one,
extra horses having been brought along in case any should
break down under the strain.
Until dawn the pa ce was kept np, and then a halt was made
to rest the horses nnd for breakfast.
But only for a n hour, wheQ they again mottnted and pressed
on.
But not R moment too soon, for in pursuit came over a hundred braves.
The rest to the horses of the fugitives, and their having feel
well, then told, for they bega n to drop their pursuers steadily
behind.
It was a desperately hard flight and chase. But lat.e in the
afternoon, when the horses of pursued Rnd pttrstters could do
litt.le more than walk, the stars and stripes came in sight,
waving over a fort.
The Comanches then turned back and the fugitives made
th eir way, their horses in a walk, the half dozen miles to the
fot·t, where R joyous welcome greeted them and Kit was made
to feel that he was a hero indeed, and the wonderful escape,
and his ""-:tring would bring him fame along the Texan border
and into the far North~·est.
Kit was so well received at the fort, that he Yery quickly
d ecided to accept the position offered him by the commandant
of special scout.
No one better knew the Indian country and cunning ways of
the redskins, and he was more than willing to aid in the
fights against them, though he well knew how terrible would
be the torture he would have to undergo if he fell into their
hands.
The Indian blood in his veins made him understand the nature of the rerl people and match cunning with cunning.
So it was that Kit Carson, Jr., entered upon his duties as
scout, and it was no t long before he made a name for himself.
He had a small ranch, got about him a lot of cattle and was
ever on the alert for the mo\·ements of the hostiles, renderipg
the Government good services by his information and deeds.
Having saved 11p considerable money, he at last dedded to
sec so mething of cidlization and set. off on his travels through
the East and South, where, l1is abilities being recogn~zed, he
was engaged to deliver a number of lectures upon the India;n.
It was when in the South that he was taken ill and died suddenly, thus ending his Yery remarkable career.

NEW PRIZE CONTEST.

Who Has Had the Most Exciting Adventure?
...
Handsome Prizes Given 1\ way
for the Best Anecdotes. : :
HERE IS THE PLAN!
Boys, you have all had some narrow escapes, some danger·
ous adventures in your lives! Perhaps it was the capsir:ing of
a boat, or the scaling of a cliff, or a close shave in a burning
building, or something else equally thrilling!

Write It Up Just As It /tappe:ied I
. We offer a handsome prize for the most exciting and bestwritten anecdote sent us by nny reader of BUFFALO BILL
WEEKLY. The incident, of course, must relate to something
that happened to the writer himself, and it must also be
strictly true.
It makes no difference how short t11e articles arc, but no
contribution must be longer than 500 words.
Send in your anecdotes at once, boys. We are going to publish all of the best ones during .the progress of the contest.
Remember: Whether your contribution wins a prize or not,
it stands a good chance of being published, together with your
name.

HERE ARE f".I'HE PRIZES!
The Two Boys who send us the best an ecdotes will each
receive a first-class Spalding Standard Athletic Sweater, made
of the finest Australian lambs' wool, exceedingly soft. Full
fashioned to body and arms, and withou t seams of any kii· d.
Colors: White, navy blue, black and maroon.
The Two Bovs who send us the next best anecdotes will
each receive a pair of Raymond's All-Clamp Ball-Bearing
Roller Skates. Bearings of the finest tempered steel, with 128
steel balls. For speed no skate has ever approached it.
The Five Boys who send us the next best anecdotes will
each receive a pair of Winslow's Speed Extension Ice Skates,
with extension foot plates. These skates have detachable
welded steel racing runners, also an extra set of runners for
fancy skating.
The Ten Bors who send us the next best anecdotes will
each receive a Spalding 12-inch "Long Distance" l\legaphone.
Made of fireboard, capable of carrying the so und of a human
voice one mile, and in some instances, two miles. More fun
than a barrel of monkeys.
To become a contestant for these prizes, cut out the Anc~c
dote Contest Coupon, printed herewith, fill it out properly, and
send it to BUFFALO BILL WEEKLY, care of Street & t3mith, 2a8
William St., New York City, together with yonr anecdote . No
anecdote will be considered that does not have this coupon accompanying it.
0

COUPON.

"Buffalo Bill Weekly" Anecdote Contest.
Prizo Contest No. 2.

Date ....•.••.•••.•••• •.• ••.••••.•••....... 1901

Name..................••...•.....•..... . ...•.•.......•.
City

or Town . . ........................................ .

State ..... .. ........•.•• .•.•.. .••.. . •..••..•..•••• ......
Title of Anecdote ......................................•.

THIS CONTEST CLOSES FEBRUARY J.

SHELDON'S 20rH CENTURY

LETTER WRITER

The best guide to correct modern letter writing
published!

PRICE.

1.0

CENTS.

In this volume, every phrase of letter writing is
treated , and innumerable samples of correctly-written letters are given, showing how a young man
may address a banker or a teacher, a friend or a
stranger, a bridegroom or a widower, etc., etc .
A FEW OF THE MANY SUBJECTS:
Grammar-Paragraphs-Titles-Construction of a Letter
-Postcripts - Stamps - Social Letters- Family
Letters-A Father's Letter to an Erring Son-A
Brother's Warning to a Sister-The Sister's Reply
-Letters of In tr duction-Letters of CondolenceLettersof Congratulation -Love Letters-Wedding
Announcements-Ceremony and Reception-Form
Suitable for Invitations-Marriage Announcement-Valentines-General Invitations-Acceptances and Regrets-Notes of Ceremony and Compliment-Business Letters-Application in Answer
to Advertisement-Miscellaneous Letters, etc., etc.
For sele by all n~wsdealers. If ordered by mall,
add four cents for postage.
STREET & SMITH, 238 William St., N. Y. City.
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BILL STORIES

Containing the Only Stories Authorized by Hon. WILLIAM F.

COD~

("Buffalo Bill").

10-Buffalo Bm's Bravos; or, Trailing Through the Land of Death •.
11-The Lost Stage Coa.ch; or, Buffalo BiWs Long Sear ch.
12-Buffalo Bill's Secret Mission; or, The Fair Hermit of Myster y Va lley.
13-Buffalo Bill's Boy Bravo Pard; or, On the Texan Terror's Trail.
14-Buffalo BiJl's Sadd!e Sharps; or, The Pledged Pards of the Pony Express .
15-Buffalo Bill's Unknown A.liy; or, The Brand of the Red Arrow.
16-Buffalo Bifl•s Pards in Gray; or, On the Death Trails of the Wild West.
17-Buffalo Bin's Death Deal; or, The Queen of Gold Canyon.
18-Buffalo Bill at Graveyard Gap; or, The Doomed Driver of the Overland.
1'9-Buffaio Bill's Death Grapple; or, Shadowed by Sure Sho~s.
20-Buffalo Bill in ·the Nick of Time; or, The Lost Troopers.
Z t-Buffalo Bill in the Valley of Doom; or, Crossing the Dead Line .
I
I
22-Buffalo Bill's Race for Life; or, The Attack on the Wagon T r ai n. 1
23-Buffalo Bill on the Trail of the Renegades; or, The Masked Marauders.
24-Buffalo Bill's Lone Hand; or, Fighting Bandits and Redskins.
25-Buffalo Bill's Warning; or, Mafo, the Mexican's Death Deal.
26-Buffalo Bill and th~ Prairie Whirlwind; or, The Three Avengers.
27-Buffalo Bill Entrap..ped; or. The Phantom of the Storm.
28-Buffalo Bill in the Den of the Range r Chief; or, One Chance in a Thousand.
29-Buffalo Bill's Tussle with Iron !\rm, the Renegade; or, Red Snake, the
Pawnee Pard. ·
30-Buffalo Bil! on the Roost Trail; or, The Redskin Heiress.
31-Buffalo Bill's Peril; or, Going It Alone in Dead Man's Gulch.
32-Buffalo Bill in Massacre Valley; or, The Search for the Missing Ranger.
33-Buffalo Bill in the Hidden Retreat; or, The Captives of Old Bear Claws.
34-Buffa!o Bill's Disappearance; 01·, The Stranger Guide of th_e Rio G r ande • .
35-Buffalo Bi.ll's Missfon; or, The Haunt of the Lone Medicine Man.
36-Buffalo Bill and the Woman in Black: or, in League with the Toll-Takers.
37-Buffalo Bill and the Haunted Ranch; or, The Disappearance of th e
Ranchman's Daughter.

.

Back numbers always on hand. If yoc cannot get them from your newsdealer, five cents a c:opy
will bring them to you, by mail, postpaid.

STREET & SMITii, Vttblishers,
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WARRANTED UNITED STATES ASSAY.

FULL PARTICULA RS

IN

NUMBER 20.

BOYS OF AMERICA.
COMING!

IN No. 20, BOYS OF
QYT

AMERI~Ag

JANUARY 30th NEXT,

.fl Corking, Up=lo=Date Story ·

FRAY
Entitled •..

K MERR I

ELL

The Fatnou5 Yale Athlete.

The All=Star Athletic Club;
The Boys Who Couldn't Be Downed
OR.

NO BOY . CAN AFFORD TO P~KSS TI-US FASCINATING STORY.
The wonderful record of the AU-Stall° Aih!etic Club, their bitter
rivals, their battles on the ice, in the gyxnnasiuimo on the snow, in
. the rink, the plots of their enemies, etc., etc., are just a few of the
features of this remarlia.bie stor~,.9 throbbing with enthusias:m. and
excitem.ent. Don't miss No. 20, BOYS OF AM.E RICA, coniaining the
opening instaUrne!>.t of this great story.

Physical
Healtl1
Culture
(ILLUSTRATED)

A Popular Manual of Bodily
Exercises and lfome Oymnasties for Male and Female.
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.The Physical Man.
The Muscles 'a nd Muscle Building.
The Lungs and. the Science of Breathing.
. Indoor Exercises and Home Gymnastics.
Eating and Drinking for Health. •
Diet Cures and Anti-Drug Remedies.
The Value of Baths and Massage.
How to Dress for Health and Beauty.
Walking and Running.
Swimming and Bicycling.

T

HE book is regulation size, pr
fusely illustrated by full ~ .. ,.,.
photo-engravings, sho·w ;ng tti
different exercises by male and female models posed especially for this
work. Exercises and home gymnastics will do more for beauty of
face, form and good health than all
the medicine ever invented.

Read list of contents.

·An Newsdealers,

10 cents
If sent by mail, 4 cents

additional for postage.
...

Street & Smith
PUBLISHERS

238 William Street
New York

